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Abstract
Gosnell College of Science
Rochester Institute of Technology

Degree: Master of Science in Materials Science & Engineering
Author: Kyle G. Tezanos
Principal Investigator: Parsian K. Mohseni, Ph.D.
Thesis Title: Optical Properties of MacEtch-Fabricated Porous Silicon Nanowire Arrays
The increasing demand for complex devices that utilize unique, three-dimensional
nanostructures has spurred the development of controllable and versatile semiconductor
fabrication techniques. However, there exists a need to refine such methodologies to overcome
existing processing constraints that compromise device performance and evolution. Conventional
wet etching techniques (e.g., crystallographic KOH etching of Si) successfully generate textured
Si structures with smooth sidewalls but lack the capabilities of controllably producing high aspectratio structures. Alternatively, dry etching techniques (e.g., reactive-ion etching), while highly
controllable and capable of generating vertically aligned, high aspect-ratio structures for IC
technologies, introduce considerable sidewall and lattice damage as a result of high-energy ion
bombardment that may compromise device performance.
Metal-assisted chemical etching (MacEtch) provides an alternative process that is capable
of anisotropically generating high aspect-ratio micro and nanostructures using a room temperature,
solution-based technique. This fabrication process employs an appropriate metal catalyst (e.g., Au,
Ag, Pt, Pd) to induce etching in several semiconducting materials (e.g., Si, GaAs) submerged in a
solution containing an oxidant and an etchant. The MacEtch process resembles a galvanic cell
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such that cathodic and anodic half reactions take place at the catalyst/solution interface and
catalyst/substrate interface, respectively. At the cathode, the metal catalyzes the reduction of the
oxidant resulting in the generation and accumulation of charge carriers (e.g., holes, h+) that are
subsequently injected into the underlying substrate at the anode. This results in the formation of
oxide species that are preferentially dissolved by the etchant. Thus, MacEtch provides a tunable,
top-down, catalytic fabrication technique enabling greater process control and versatility for
generating high aspect-ratio semiconductor structures.
In this thesis, Au and Au/Pd catalyzed MacEtch is used to generate ultradeep Si micropillar
structures, and porous SiNW (p-SiNW) arrays with enhanced optical properties. Using a
combination of Au-MacEtch and a crystallographic KOH etch, Si micropillars with ~100 µm
height were fabricated with up to 70 µm clearance between pillars to allow efficient fluid flow for
optical detection of viral particles. Alternatively, porous SiNW arrays fabricated via AuPdMacEtch demonstrated broadband absorption ≥ 90% from 200 – 900 nm and were shown to
outperform RCWA-simulated SiNW arrays with similar morphologies. Additionally,
photoluminescence (PL) spectra collected from as prepared p-SiNW showed significant
enhancement in intensity centered near 650 nm as etch depth increased from 30 µm to 100 µm,
attributed to an increase in the porous volume. Using atomic layer deposition (ALD) the p-SiNW
were passivated using alumina (Al2O3) and hafnia (HfO2) thin films in addition to ITO thin films
deposited via sputtering. PL intensity also increased after ALD passivation, attributed to a
quenching effect on non-radiative SRH recombination sites on the NW surfaces, with a red shift
in the peak wavelength as ALD film thickness increased from 10 nm to 50 nm, resulting from
strain effects acting on the NW themselves.
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These results show promise in such micropillar and coated and uncoated p-SiNW structures
towards applications in microfluidic devices, and indoor light-harvesting and outdoor solar-based
technologies.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Motivations
In this chapter, the historical context and background fundamentals of semiconductor
theory and technology will be introduced to provide introductory knowledge and create a
foundation upon which the remainder of this document will be built on. Then, the fundamentals
of our primary fabrication technique, metal-assisted chemical etching, will be discussed. These
sections will briefly describe this powerful technique as well as how it can be manipulated to
realize micro and nanostructures of virtually any morphology across a vast catalogue of
semiconducting materials, particularly silicon. Finally, the physical and optical characteristics and
technical applications of bulk and porous silicon will be discussed to introduce the reader to the
unique differences between each structural form in addition to the proposed origins of the
distinctive optical properties offered by porous silicon.

1.1 Background
The term “semiconductor” was first used by Alessandro Volta to describe his “voltaic pile”
battery in 1782 [1]. The foremost study of semiconductor activity was done by Michael Faraday
in 1833 when he observed a phenomenon such that the electrical conductivity of silver sulfide
(Ag S), which he called “sulphurette of silver,” increased with temperature [2]. This is contrary to
2

the commonality of metals to become more resistant to current flow as temperature increases. By
definition, a semiconductor is a material with an electrical conductivity between that of an insulator
and a conductor. Insulating materials, like Teflon, glass, and rubber, prevent the flow of electricity
through them, while conducting materials, including all metals, allow for electricity to flow
through them with ease. Some metals are better conductors than others, with copper (Cu), gold
(Au), and silver (Ag) considered amongst the most electrically conductive [3]. Several
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semiconducting materials have been developed, including germanium (Ge), gallium phosphide
(GaP), gallium arsenide (GaAs), gallium nitride (GaN), silicon carbide (SiC), and, most
importantly, silicon (Si) [4], [5], among others. Figure 1.1 compares electrical conductivities of
various materials, corresponding to particular band gap energies, Eg, for each material [6]. Typical
band gap ranges for common material types are Eg @ 0 to 0.2 eV for metals, Eg = 0.2 to 3.0 eV for
semiconductors, and Eg > 3.0 eV for insulators [6]. Differences between these materials may be
described with respect to discrete electronic quantum states. According to the Pauli Exclusion
Principle, each of these states may be occupied by only one electron at any given time and are
associated with the unique electronic band structure of each material [7]. Metals, semiconductors,
and insulators are distinguished by their individual band structures, describing the occupation, or
lack thereof, of electrons in the valence band, the outermost, occupied energy level of an atom,

Figure 1.1: General electrical conductivities for several insulators, semiconductors, and metals [6].
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and the conduction band, where electrons typically “jump” to following an excitation event. The
energy required to make this jump represents the band gap energy, and is unique depending on the

Figure 1.2: Schematic band gap diagrams for metals, semiconductors, and insulators; typical ranges include Eg @ 0 – 0.2
eV for metals, Eg = 0.2 – 3.0 eV for semiconductors, and Eg > 3.0 eV for insulators.

material of interest. Figure 1.2 illustrates the differences in the band gap diagrams for metals,
semiconductors, and insulators.
In metals, the valence and conduction bands are typically quite close to each other and may
even overlap. The proximity and potential overlap of energy bands in metals allows for the free
movement of some electrons. These mobile electrons are what allow for the flow of current
through the metal, promoting electrical conductivity. In semiconductors and insulators, a
separation exists between the valence and conduction band. This separation represents a forbidden
energy gap, Eg, with the Fermi level, Ef, somewhere in this gap. At room temperature, the band
gap in semiconductors is typically smaller. There is enough thermal energy to overcome the band
gap and allow for some electronic transitions from the valence to conduction band, making the
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material slightly conductive. The number of transitions that readily occur increases as temperature
increases. The increase in the number of active charge carriers in the material overcomes the
decreases in carrier mobility due to increased vibrational scattering [6]. At low temperatures, these
electronic transitions cannot happen, with semiconductors acting as perfect insulators at absolute
zero [8]. Insulators possess a large enough band gap such that most, if not all, electrons in the
valence band cannot absorb sufficient energy to overcome the band gap, preventing current flow
and electrical conduction. The band structures of semiconducting materials can be altered through
doping processes, which involve intentionally introducing selected impurities to the crystal lattice
of a material [9], [10]. Depending on the impurity, the material becomes p- or n-type. Commonly,
pentavalent phosphorus (P) or arsenic (As) are added to Si crystals to form n-type semiconductors;
they act as electron donors. Here, the valence band of the donor atom is closer to the conduction
band of the material than the valence band of that material, allowing for lower energy excitation
of donor electrons to the conduction band. In p-type Si, trivalent boron is (B) is often used as a
dopant and is electron-deficient compared to the Si atom, acting as an electron acceptor. The
energy level of acceptor atoms is between the valence and conduction bands of the material but is
nearer the valence band. This allows for valence electrons to easily transition to the electrondeficient energy band(s) of acceptor atoms, forming holes in the valence band, ultimately
contributing to the overall conductivity of the material [9], [10].
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1.2 Introduction to Metal-Assisted Chemical Etching
The physical principles that give semiconductors their signature behavior can be controlled
in a manner such that micro and nanoscale systems can be constructed with specific properties.
These systems are highly specialized and have applications across several fields including
electronics and optoelectronics [11], [12], energy storage and conversion technology [13] – [17],
and chemical and biological sensors [18]. To realize these structures, advanced techniques exist to
manipulate the morphology of semiconducting materials into a viable design. For proper device
application, controllable fabrication of semiconductor nanostructures is necessary. Several
techniques have been developed as primary methods for fabricating such nanostructures, few of
which are more versatile than metal-assisted chemical etching, aka MacEtch or MACE. MacEtch
is a relatively low-cost, wet-etching technique that can generate high-quality, high-aspect ratio
micro and nanostructures from Si and many other semiconducting materials. MacEtch may
generate anisotropic nanostructures using low temperature, vacuum-free benchtop techniques,
without incurring lattice damage that is commonly introduced during high-energy ion etching
techniques. Using this technique, various high-quality or porous Si nanostructures have been
fabricated, including, nanowires (NWs), nanofins, nanowalls or nanobundles, and bulk
microstructures, as well as their porous forms, each offering similar but unique properties.
MacEtch was introduced as an electroless etching technique to generate porous Si and
porous III-V material(s) using a discontinuous metal film in hydrofluoric (HF) acid and hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) in 2000 and 2002, respectively [19], [20]. At its most basic, MacEtch employs a
noble metal film, mesh, island, etc. that catalyzes local oxidation and reduction reactions facilitated
by mobile charge carriers in the catalyst and substrate. Noble metals, including gold (Au), silver
(Ag), and platinum (Pt), when deposited on the surface of a clean semiconducting material (e.g.,
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Si), serve as local cathodes to catalyze the generation of hole charges (h+) through the reduction
of an oxidant (e.g., H2O2) in the MacEtch solution. The hole charges then catalyze the oxidation
of semiconducting material at the interface between metal and substrate, allowing for the
dissolution of oxidized substrate material via an etchant (e.g., HF) in the MacEtch solution. If hole
charges that reach the metal-substrate interface cannot be readily consumed by the substrate, they
may build up and diffuse to adjacent regions, resulting in porous etching on sidewalls and some
off-metal regions. Effectively, the deposited metal layer “sinks” into the substrate as etching
proceeds, leaving behind structures directly related to the morphology of the metal.

1.3 Morphological Control of MacEtched Nanostructures
The versatility of MacEtch can, in large part, be attributed to the tunability of the shape of
resulting nanostructures through the patterning of deposited metal catalysts. As, stated, Au, Ag,
and Pt are popular MacEtch catalysts, however, catalytic activity has been demonstrated for other
transition metals including copper (Cu) and palladium (Pd) [21]. Such metals can be deposited via
evaporated or sputtered sources, or self-generated via electroless plating using a metal salt
solution, such as dendritic Ag metal networks from silver nitrate (AgNO3) solution [22]. Resulting
Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) after MacEtch had diameters ranging from 20-300 nm in such systems.
MacEtch from these networks offers simplicity and cost-effectiveness but doesn’t allow for the
morphological control offered by evaporated or sputtered catalysts. Using lithographic-patterning
techniques, the morphology of evaporated or sputtered films can be tightly controlled to generate
virtually any desired nanostructure after etching [23], [24]. More so, etched nanostructures can
have tailored morphologies through crystallographic orientation. MacEtch of Si has been
demonstrated for many different orientations, with <100> directions typically preferable [25] –
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[27]. Several factors have shown to affect the etch direction or alter it. For example, Si (100) and
Si (111) show opposing relationships with etch direction and oxidant concentration relative to
etchant. For Si (100) wafers, MacEtch carried out with a low ratio of [HF]:[H2O2] yielded <100>
directional etching, but as that ratio was increased, etching in other directions (e.g., <111>, <110>)
[27], [28]. This is likely due to the number of Si atoms that are required to be removed in each
direction. <100> directions typically contain fewer Si atoms, and thus are preferentially etched,
while higher density, non-<100> directions can only be etched when the oxidant concentration is
high enough such that oxidation occurs on exposed faces of differing crystallographic orientation
[28]. Locally, at the etch front, the solution may have a different ratio of [HF]:[ H2O2] than the
bulk solution due to physical constraints on the solution reaching the etched depths. By using a 2propanol cosolvent, it was established that the [HF]:[ H2O2] ratio is locally higher at the etch front,
possibly due to increased shielding of H2O2 from reaction sites, attributed to its higher surface
tension relative to HF [29]. This result agreed with prior results that demonstrated zigzag SiNWs
resulting from MacEtch of Si (100) in solutions with varying [HF]:[ H2O2] ratios, shown in Figure
1.3 [30].
The structures resulting from MacEtch can be considered the track upon which the
deposited metal moves during etching, so movement of the catalyst can also influence the Si etch
direction. Isolated catalyst particles or islands have much more freedom of movement than a
catalyst mesh or grid that has a larger, interconnected surface area for support, and thus may cause
etching to proceed in non-<100> directions defined by the Si substrate. Si (110) coated with either
isolated Ag particles or an interconnected mesh were MacEtched. Etching in <100> direction
occurred for isolated particles, while vertically aligned NWs were generated when the mesh
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pattern was used [31]. However, the spacings between openings in the mesh can also influence
etch direction in non-(100) Si.

(k)

(l)

(m)

Figure 1.3: (a-j) Schematic diagrams illustrating different possibilities for MacEtch catalyst morphologies before (left) and
after (right) etching. (k) Schematic diagram illustrating the MacEtch fabrication process for zigzag nanowires; (i) the first and
(ii) the second etching steps in solutions with different [HF]:[H2O2] ratios. (L) Top-down SEM view of an Au mesh prepared
via anodic aluminum oxide (AAO). (m) Cross-sectional view of the (100) Si substrate after the second etching step [30].

By depositing and etching with isolated Au particles, mesh patterns with small spacing, or mesh
patterns with large spacing, the etch direction can be influenced. Isolated Au particles and mesh
patterns with small spacings etched in preferential <100> directions, likely due to the increased
freedom of lateral and vertical movement in this configuration. However, mesh patterns with large
spacings were physically constrained to etch normal to the substrate surface, because lateral
movement was restricted in this configuration [32]. Additionally, isolated catalysts may rotate
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while also etching in a preferred linear direction, allowing for
the realization of unique 3D etched nanostructures based on
the degrees of freedom granted by the catalyst morphology.
Isolated Ag nanorings, nanostrips, and nanorods each etched
different structures based solely on their shape [33]. The
dynamics of rotating MacEtch catalysts related to the arm
shape, arm length, number of arms, center diameter, and
thickness were systematically investigated using a starshaped catalyst shown in Figure 1.4 [34], [35]. Multiple
factors likely contribute to the movement of catalysts during
etching. The total area of catalyst that is in intimate contact
with the substrate is heavily reliant on the morphology of the
catalyst.
These regions are rich in hole charges and will be
etched more rapidly than regions where the catalyst and
substrate are not in contact, so the dissolved substrate directly

Figure 1.4: Top-down SEM images illustrating
the variables used to establish the role of
catalyst geometry in catalyst transformation.
(a-c) Catalyst are shapes tested were
symmetric, straight-edge sawtooth, and
rounded sawtooth. (d) Geometric variables
included number, shape, and length of arms,
and core diameter with insets showing the
differences between straight and curved arms.
(e) Top-down SEM images demonstrating the
difference between clockwise (CW) and
counter clockwise (CCW) catalyst rotation
[34], [35].

relies upon the catalyst. Electric field-induced electrophoresis across the metal catalyst may also
be responsible for movement of the catalyst. As etching proceeds, the catalyst may change shape,
altering the electric force and net force acting upon the catalyst, potentially resulting in an altered
movement path [34]. A benchmark for MacEtch is its operation at room temperature, but if the
temperature during etching is sufficiently high, Si (111) can be etched in non-<111> directions
[35]. The liberation of hydrogen gas (H2) during the etching reaction may further influence etch
direction as it may physically move the catalyst or limit solution access to certain channels around
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the catalyst. Furthermore, the etch direction can be controlled using a small amount of
ferromagnetic iron (Fe) within the catalyst, and an externally applied magnetic field. Clearly, the
different parameters governing etch morphology in MacEtch can be altered and allow facile
control over the etch direction and resulting nanostructures, enabling the realization of high aspect
ratio structures ideal for various applications.

1.4 Etch Rate and Etch Depth Control
The aspect ratio of resulting nanostructures, often associated with photovoltaic and
thermoelectric performance, is also controllable; particularly through the direct patterning of the
metal film, and the depth to which etching proceeds. Etch depth and rate are affected and controlled
by several factors. As expected, when etch time increases, etch depth also increases. In principle,
MacEtch could proceed indefinitely. Typically, though, as etch time increases, etch depth
increases until it starts to plateau or saturate. This is attributed primarily to a lack of solution access
to the etch front, solution composition, catalyst morphology, and quality of interface between the
metal and substrate, especially at etched depths [36]. Ensuring the interface between the metal and
substrate is as clean and effective as possible will promote highly vertical etching and a more
consistent, predictable etch depth and rate. Native oxides form and grow rapidly on Si surfaces,
especially in moist environments. These oxides, as well as other contaminants, can prevent
effective contact between the metal and substrate. This ultimately prohibits etching because charge
transfer between the metal and substrate does not occur, or is limited, such that oxidation of the
substrate material cannot take place effectively [36]. When the interface forms a proper Ohmic
contact, and etching proceeds to higher and higher depths, the MacEtch solution has a physically
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longer distance to transport reactants and byproducts to and from the etch front, which sometimes
cannot be reached. This results in etch rates that aren’t always linear and can tail off.

1.5 MacEtch of Non-Si Materials
The versatility of MacEtch is clearly demonstrated
through its viability with several substrate-types other
than Si. Semiconducting micro and nanostructures have
been realized through the etching of several other
materials, including several binary and ternary III-V
materials including GaAs, AlGaAs, indium phosphide
(InP), and indium gallium phosphide (InGaP), among
others [37] – [40]. While the main principle of MacEtch
is conserved throughout each material, the catalyst and
etching solutions offer material-specific recipes for

Figure 1.5: Top-down SEM images of GaAs
substrates after electrodeposition of Au
catalysts for (a) 24 minutes and (b) 12 minutes.
Scale = 1 µm [37].

generating high aspect ratio structures. Anti-reflective GaAs, also known as black GaAs, has been
demonstrated using a MacEtch process. Specifically, black GaAs with a solar-weighted reflectance
(SWR) ≥5% is generated after a solution-based, lithography-free, low temperature, benchtop
nanofabrication process [37]. Using a sulfite-based gold plating solution at 60°C, both a
contiguous and porous film, and discrete particles were deposited on (100) GaAs substrates,
dependent on deposition time where longer yields a more contiguous catalyst. The coated
substrates, shown in Figure 1.5, were etched in an aqueous solution containing HF and potassium
permanganate (KMnO4) for various etch times, with results shown in Figure 1.6 (a-f) [37]. The as
etched, black GaAs exhibited a SWR as low as 4.07%, which represents a reduction of 89% when
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compared to the bare GaAs substrate. The
exceptionally low reflectance of MacEtched
black GaAs demonstrates its potential
applicability to solar cells and other
photovoltaic devices [37] MacEtch is
typically considered to proceed in a
“forward” direction. The principles of
MacEtch allow it to be applied to several
materials that do not etch in a conventional
way. This variation on MacEtch is known as
inverse MacEtch (I-MacEtch). I-MacEtch
was formalized for InP in 2015 [39], and
Figure 1.6: [Top] (a-c) Tilted SEM views of MacEtched GaAs using
electrodeposited Au catalysts for varying times; Samples A, B, and
C were coated for 24, 12, and 12 minutes respectively, while they
were etched for 30, 30, and 60 minutes respectively. (d-f) Crosssectional SEM views of samples A, B, and C after MacEtch.
[Bottom] A plot comparing the SWR of etched samples A, B, and C
with that of a bare GaAs substrate. Scale bars are 3 µm and 1 µm
for (a-c) and (d-f), respectively; inset shows visible reflectivity
differences between pre and post-MacEtch (left, right) [37].

functions under the same catalytic oxidation
and selective dissolution principles as
forward MacEtch. However, the I-MacEtch
mechanism is unique in a few core ways.

Notably, the metal catalyst does not sink into the substrate, as demonstrated in forward MacEtch,
rather, the metal doubles as a patterned mask and a catalyst for generating inverse micro and
nanostructures through the oxidation and selective dissolution of off-metal regions [39]. As with
forward MacEtch, a cathodic reaction occurs at the sample surface, involving catalytic reduction
of the oxidant and subsequent injection of hole charges through the metal into the substrate.
However, as was demonstrated with InP, using an etching solution composed of sulfuric acid
(H2SO4) and H2O2, several insoluble oxides (e.g., In2O3, P2O5, InPO4) formed at the metal-
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substrate interface, while soluble oxides
formed in off-metal regions. This leads to an
accumulation of hole charges in the regions
directly beneath the metal catalyst that then
diffuse

to

adjacent,

off-metal

regions.

Ultimately, the insoluble oxides at the metalsubstrate interface serve as a dissolution
barrier by preventing hole injection into the

Figure 1.7: Several InP structures generated via I-MacEtch: (a)
nanopillar arrays from square Pt pads, (b)rows of nanofins from
Au lines after Au was removed, (c) "UIUC" from Au pads with
inset showing the characteristic undercut of I-MacEtch, (d)
concentric rings from Au discs [39].

underlying substrate, while the soluble oxides are selectively etched by the solution. As etching
proceeds, the regions beneath the metal are eventually etched as vertical etching in the off-metal
regions reaches higher depths than the thickness of the insoluble oxide layer; several examples of
I-MacEtch morphologies, and InP etch rate trends are shown in Figure 1.7 [39]. Similar to forward
MacEtch, several variables can be controlled to generate a wide array of micro and nanostructures.
Vertical and lateral etch rates and etch depth are controllable through variations in the I-MacEtch
solution, and the thickness, pitch, size, orientation, and type of metal catalyst chosen, congruent
with forward MacEtch. By tuning these variables, InP I-MacEtch is capable of realizing virtually
any micro or nanostructure design [39].
I-MacEtch has even shown viability in some ternary III-V materials such as AlGaAs and
InGaP/GaAs heteroepitaxial films [38], [40]. Lattice-matched InGaP on (100) GaAs substrates
were photolithographically patterned after 35nm of thermally evaporated Au or chromium (Cr),
for comparison, was deposited as the catalyst. Using an etching solution consisting of HF/H2O2 IMacEtch was demonstrated for the Au coated sample, but not the Cr coated sample. However,
some insoluble oxides that formed at the metal-substrate interface during I-MacEtch of InP are
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soluble in an HF-based etching solution, indicating a
mechanistic difference between InP and InGaP IMacEtch. By using a sufficiently thick Au catalyst
layer, solution access is limited to the metal-substrate
interface, and hole accumulation leads to hole diffusion
to off-metal regions. Notably, adjacent Au regions in
contact with the underlying substrate may have caused
overlap in laterally diffusing hole charges between
them, leading to a highly concentrated off-metal region,
promoting higher etch rates. Representative etch results
for InGaP/GaAs and AlGaAs are shown in Figure 1.8
and 1.9, respectively [38], [40]. Compared to the Au
Figure 1.8: Sem images demonstrating the I-MacEtch
progression for InGaP with a 500nm thick Au catalyst.
(a) and (e) show a sample after 5 minutes of etching. (b)
and (f) show the sample after 20 minutes. (c) and (g)
show the sample after 40 minutes. (d) and (h) show the
sample after 50 minutes. Here, the InGaP layer is
completely etched in the off-metal region(s) [38].

coated sample, the Cr coated sample showed no signs
of any etching. This was attributed to the redox
potentials of Au and Cr relative to the ionization

potential of InGaP [36], [40]. In order for the metal to properly catalyze the redox reaction between
the oxidant and substrate, the redox potential of the metal must be lower than the ionization
potential (e.g., valence band edge) of the substrate [36], [40]. The reduction potential (E0) of the
metal must be more positive than the ionization potential of the substrate, relative to the standard
hydrogen electrode (SHE). This explains why Au is a common MacEtch catalyst (E0 = 1.50 V),
while Cr (E0 = -0.74 V) prohibits etching [36], [40]. This was highlighted when the thickness and
morphology of the catalyst was changed, but etching proceeded in Au coated samples, while there
was no etching in Cr coated samples.
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(b)

1 µm
Figure 1.9: (a) A schematic diagram for I-MacEtch of AlGaAs. (b) Tilted SEM view showing an array of AlGaAs nanopillars
after a 60 minute I-MacEtch and removal of a patterned Au catalyst [40].

The capabilities of I-MacEtch of InGaP is promising as this material has important device
applications in high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) and some solar cell designs [40].

1.6 Physical Properties of Porous Silicon
Porous silicon has several properties that make it unique compared to crystalline silicon,
however, the main physical properties remain similar. The unit cell of crystalline silicon is cubic.
Specifically, silicon has a diamond cubic crystal structure with a lattice parameter of 5.43 Å, and
a nearest neighbor distance of 2.35 Å. This gives silicon a face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice with
a basis of two silicon atoms, shown in Figure 1.10 on the following page [25 – 27].
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(a)

5.43 Å

(b) Z

Y

X

(100)

(110)

(111)

Figure 1.10: (a) Schematic diagram showing the typical diamond crystal lattice of silicon. The dotted lines represent the lattice
constant and nearest neighbor or 5.43 Å and 2.35 Å, respectively. (b) Schematic diagrams demonstrating three principal crystal
planes of silicon: (100) plane with <100> direction highlighted (left), a (110) plane with the <110> direction (middle), and a
(111) plane with the <111> direction (right).

Each silicon atom in the lattice covalently bonds to the four nearest neighbors in a
tetrahedral arrangement. Within this arrangement, there are several atomic or crystal planes,
identified in Figure 1.10 using the Miller Index. As previously mentioned in Section 1.3,
preferential etch directions are present as a result of the varying atomic densities of each atomic
plane. Of the main silicon crystal planes mentioned, the (110) plane has the highest atomic density
of 9.59 × 10!" 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠/𝑐𝑚# , with the atomic densities of the (111) and (100) planes decreasing to
7.83 × 10!" 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠/𝑐𝑚# and 6.78 × 10!" 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠/𝑐𝑚# , respectively [25 – 27]. The high density
in (110) planes leads to slower etch rates involving these planes and <110> directions; the low
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density in (100) planes leads to higher etch rates involving these planes and <100> directions. This
explains the behavior of MacEtch to tend to preferentially etch in <100> directions [25 – 27].
Etched Si nanostructures may have smooth and solid, or roughened and porous sidewalls
and faces, granting unique properties that depend both on aspect ratio and morphology, and on
severity of porosification. It has been long-established that heavily doped p-type Si (0.01-0.03
Ohm•cm) coated in Au particles can be etched to generate porous pillars [41], but the mechanisms
behind the formation of porous Si have only more recently been further studied and understood
[42]. Thus far, porous SiNWs have been generated using several different wafer-types using onestep and two-step etching procedure [42], [43]. In principle, MacEtch is viable for all doping types
and levels because local oxidation and dissolution during etching is influenced by externally
generated hole charges.
While etching primarily proceeds in regions where the catalyst and substrate are in direct
contact, porosity may be induced elsewhere under certain conditions. When H2O2 or HF
concentration is high enough, generated hole charges will accumulate at the catalyst-substrate
interface. This excess enables the diffusion of some hole charges to off-metal regions outside of
the catalyst-substrate interface, which can then oxidize Si in these regions allowing for etching to
take place, resulting in the formation of porous Si [42]. Solid SiNWs can only be realized when
the H2O2 and HF concentrations are fairly balanced, and outside of the established concentration
limits for [24]. The tips of nanowires have been found to bend and bundle to form nanowalls or
nanocones, attributed to higher levels of porosity at the tops of nanowires, which accelerate
oxidation and etching further [44]. In addition to etchant concentration, Si doping levels have a
major influence on porosification [42]. When highly doped, p-type or n-type, Si substrates were
subjected to MacEtch, they produced porous SiNWs rather than solid nanowire arrays; the
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probability of generating porous nanowires increased as doping level increases, demonstrated in
Figure 1.11 [44]. When highly doped n-type Si (0.008-0.02 Ohm•cm) were MacEtched using an
Ag particle network deposited via AgNO3 solution deposition, various porous and nonporous
structures were generated. By meticulously tuning the H2O2 concentration in the etching solution,
nanoporous, nonporous, or nonporous/nanoporous core/shell SiNWs were also realized [43]. The
relationship between substrate resistivity and porosity is inverse, such that as resistivity increases,
nanowire porosity decreases, a trend that also applies to p-type substrates. This phenomenon is
believed to be caused by the dissolution and redeposition of Ag nanoparticles during etching [45].

Figure 1.11: TEM images of SiNWs after a 15-minute, HF/H2O2 Ag-based MacEtch of substrates with 4 unique doping
levels. (A) solid SiNWs from a 1 to 5 ohm•cm wafer, (B) SiNWs from a 0.3 to 0.8 ohm•cm wafer, (C) porous SiNWs from a
0.008 to 0.0016 ohm•cm wafer, and (D) porous SiNWs from a 0.001 to 0.002 ohm•cm wafer. Scale = 100 nm [44].

In this etch process, Ag+ ions generated from the oxidation of Ag particles by H2O2. If the
concentration of H2O2 is sufficiently high, some Ag+ ions are not reabsorbed by the Ag particle at
the etch front and are able to diffuse away from the etch front and the catalyst-substrate interface.
In highly doped substrates, the out-diffusing Ag+ ions may aggregate into new Ag particles near
dopant atoms on sidewalls and other off-metal regions generating new regions for etching to
proceed [43]. However, different mechanisms of porous Si formation must be considered.
Porous Si has been observed with no metal particles in the immediate area, contrary to the
Ag redeposition mechanism. It has been proposed that the porosification of highly doped p-type
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Si coated with Au or Ag particles in HF/H2O2 occurs because of the catalytic activity of metal ions
in solution on the substrate [46]. When Au particles are used, porous nanowires are formed with
visible particles on the sidewalls, but not in the porous Si layer underneath the wires. When Ag
particles are used, with a dependence on Ag+ molarity in solution, both situations were observed.
When Ag+ concentration was below 18 µM, porous Si is generated with no visible particle, but
when Ag+ concentration was increased to 18 µM, Ag clusters formed alongside the formation of
porous Si, supporting both the redeposition and dissolved ion hypotheses [47]. Typically, heavily
doped Si that has been MacEtched yields porous SiNWs on a solid Si layer, or porous SiNWs on
a porous Si layer, attributed to the competition between the porosification of Si and vertical etching
induced by the catalyst, as shown in Figure 1.12. If the porosification of Si outcompetes the
catalyst induced vertical etching, porous SiNWs will be generated upon a porous Si layer, while
porous SiNWs are generated upon a solid Si layer if vertical etching outcompetes porosification
[46], which increases with doping level and oxidant concentration. Under the right conditions,
however, lightly doped Si can be etched to generate porous SiNWs. Using lightly doped, p-type
Si (7-13 Ohm•cm), it was demonstrated that an aqueous etching solution of H2O2/HF/AgNO3
produced porous SiNWs [48]. Ag particles were observed forming on the sidewalls of SiNWs, and
the density of Ag particles would increase as H2O2 increases, suggesting that the catalyst is
partially dissolved at the etch front by the oxidant prior to redeposition and lateral etching on
nanowire sidewalls, as seen in Figure 1.12 [48].
Alternatively, when lightly doped p-type Si is coated with a gold mesh pattern and etched,
solid-porous core-shell SiNWs formed [49], [50]. By substituting ethylene glycol (EG) for H2O2
in the HF/AgNO3 etching solution, it was demonstrated that lightly doped Si can be etched into
solid, solid-porous core-shell, and porous SiNWs depending on EG volume added [50]. The
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increase in viscosity as EG volume is increased negatively affects the diffusivity of ions to and
from the etch front, altering the etch front profile as F- and Ag+ ions cannot diffuse as freely and
result in sidewall deposition and etching. This further supports the theory that catalyst particles
dissolve and redeposit on the sidewalls of SiNWs as the foremost mechanism for the porosification
of Si.

Figure 1.12: (Top) Schematic diagram illustrating the formation mechanism of porous SiNWs after a one-step MacEtch in
HF/AgNO3/H2O2. (Bottom) TEM, HRTEM, and STEM images showing the morphology of an individual porous SiNW. (A)
TEM of a single SiNW. (B-C) High-magnification TEM of the top and root of the nanowire, respectively. (D) STEM of the
nanowire in image (B). (E) HRTEM of an individual Ag nanoparticle that has been redeposited on the sidewall of the
nanowire [48].
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1.7 Optical Properties of Porous Silicon
The physical properties of porous Si are significantly different than those of bulk crystalline
A

Si, furthering the versatility of Si micro and nanosystems. The integration of optoelectronic
devices with Si microelectronics has driven the need for Si-based materials and systems that
demonstrate highly efficient emission of light. Because crystalline Si is an indirect bandgap
B

semiconductor with a gap energy (Eg) of ~1.1 eV, it does not efficiently emit light at room
temperature. One way of overcoming the issue of an indirect optical transition is to spatially
confine Si nanostructures. This is typically considered in one of three categories: zero-dimensional
C

(0D) quantum dots, one-dimensional (1D) quantum wires, or two-dimensional (2D) quantum
wells. Efficient light emission was observed from 0D nanometer-sized Si crystallites at room
temperature, which proved to be a major breakthrough in the development of group-IV indirect
bandgap semiconductor materials for optoelectronic applications [51]. Electrochemically etched
porous Si exhibited visible photoluminescence (PL) at extremely low temperatures [52].
Of particular interest, the luminescent properties of porous Si differ entirely from those of
bulk Si. A blue shift in the optical bandgap of hydrogen-terminated, nanometer-sized Si crystallites
was first attributed to quantum confinement effects directly related to crystallite size in 1988 [53].
The blue shift in the bandgap energy was repeatedly observed in porous Si fabricated using simple,
room temperature techniques [54], [55]. Efficient porous Si luminescence has been observed
across a large range of the electromagnetic spectrum, from near-infrared (𝜆 = ~1.5 µm), through
the visible range, into the near-UV range [56]. Such a broad range of spectral emission results
from several distinct luminescence bands, each with a different origin; these are the so-called UV,
F, S, and IR bands [56]. A broad, 350 nm UV peak was first observed from oxidized material
under soft X-ray excitation, with increased output intensity subsequently noted during room
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temperature excitation; stronger 385 nm emission was observed under photoexcitation at 200 nm
[57], [58]. Typically, the UV-band is only emitted from defective oxide layers that form on the
porous Si structures [57], [58]. Similarly, the green-blue “F-band,” with a peak position between
400-500 nm, likely arises from contaminated or defective Si oxides and was first observed in
oxidized porous Si subjected to a rapid thermal oxidation (RTO) process [56] and was
subsequently observed in aged porous Si and photochemically oxidized porous Si [59]. Room
temperature emission in the near-IR range (1100-1500 nm) was first observed for porous Si
annealed at 350°C under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions [60]. The “IR-band” is attributed to
dangling bond states on the nanocrystalline structure [61]. The blue-red “S-band” is the most
extensively studied, and shows the most technological significance to date, owed to the efficiency
with which it can be electrically excited. The S-band has been tuned to luminesce across much of
the visible range from deep red to blue, with a spectral range of ~400-800 nm and has been
attributed to free standing Si nanowires that have widened the Si bandgap due to quantum
confinement effects [62]. PL measurements taken in situ in aqueous HF showed a monotonic blue
shift and a decrease in PL efficiency, likely due to photocatalyzed etching of Si in HF [63].
Similarly, a blue shift is observed in porous Si that has been stored in an ambient atmosphere at
room temperature and allowed to grow native oxides [64]. In some cases, efficiencies increase, in
others, they decrease [65]. This disparity, however, is attributed to the band position relying on
both carrier confinement and surface passivation phenomena. Thermal oxidation of porous Si
samples in the range of 400-700°C typically decimates PL efficiency [66]. The origin of the band
in RTO treated porous Si is from the same source as the as-etched material, and the reduction in
PL efficiencies in oxidized systems is likely due to the poor quality of the interface between the
Si substrate and the surface oxide layer.
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When collected under certain operational conditions, the resulting PL spectra is subject to
change. That is, when things like temperature or excitation power are changed, the PL response is
altered. For example, when PL spectra from porous Si samples were collected at temperatures
ranging from 10 K to 300 K, the peak position remains the same, but the peak intensity increases
as temperature decreases, summarized in Figure 1.13 [67]. Two primary forms of non-radiative
recombination that take place in similar systems are carrier trapping at surface defects, and
phonon-assisted thermal release of excitons. Both processes act to reduce the visible PL response
of porous Si. Interestingly, as temperature increases, nanocrystallites within the porous Si structure
may absorb sufficient thermal activation energy such that these non-radiative recombination
processes are enhanced and made more favorable.
When operational temperature is kept constant while the excitation source power is
increased from 12 to 85 mW/cm2, several aspects of the PL response change, also summarized in
Figure 1.13 [67]. For power densities greater than 62 mW/cm2, the peak position is blue-shifted
from 1.96 eV to 1.94 eV, explained by the local oxidation induced by the higher intensity lasers
being used during measurement, while the increased response intensity a direct result of the
increased power of the incident light. From these results, we can further understand and tune and
tailor the optical response spectra of porous Si for specific purposes.
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Figure 1.13: PL spectra of porous Si demonstrating (top) temperature dependence and (bottom) excitation source
power dependence [67].

1.8 Origins of Porous Silicon Photoluminescence
Luminescence from porous Si has several proposed origins. Quantum confinement of
carriers in Si nanowires is the foremost proposed origin of efficient, visible, room temperature
emission [54]. However, several additional mechanisms have been proposed as alternative or
supplemental models for this phenomenon. One proposed model for the observed emission from
porous Si originates from a hydrogen terminated, or hydrogenated, amorphous (a-SiH) Si
generated via the fabrication process [68]. Hydrogenated porous Si is known to emit visible PL
[69], and amorphization of the Si surface was of interest. However, further structural investigations
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have shown that a majority of the amorphous material is actually crystalline [70]. Spectroscopic
evidence was contrary to this hypothesis as well. PL intensity was enhanced as temperature was
increased from cryogenic values to room temperature. This contradicts the known behavior that aSi:H PL is quenched as temperature increases. Furthermore, the electronic and vibrational band
structure of the emitting material in porous Si matched that of crystalline Si, opposing the
hydrogenated, amorphous Si hypothesis [71]. The stability of the PL under high temperature
oxidation effectively renders hydride and molecular models unlikely, as well, as PL emission is
still present whether the surface is passivated with a hydride, siloxene, or chemically or thermally
grown oxide layer [72], [73]. Surface defects, either in the porous Si itself or in an oxide layer
covering the Si, were also disproven as efficient PL emission is visible in bare or passivated
nanocrystalline Si. Reliance on defects present in oxide layers is discredited as the source of PL
emission after the observation of PL from freshly prepared, oxide free porous Si [72], [73].
As stated previously, quantum confinement in Si was the introductory model for the
explanation of efficient emission from porous Si. Quantum confinement effects work to increase
the band gap of Si nanostructures, giving rise to visible luminescence at room temperature. A size
dependence in Si nanocrystallites supports this. With large surface-to-volume ratios in nanometersized crystallites, the surface and quantum confinement effects are enhanced, and continue so as
crystallite size decreases [74]. The observed blue shift in the optical absorption spectrum of porous
Si correspondingly occurs with a decrease in crystallite size [74]. The blue shift in the absorption
spectrum suggests a strong correlation between the quantum confinement effect and the optical
absorption process, while the optical absorption edge energy increased as crystallite size decreased
[74]. Ultimately, the blue shift corresponds to an increase in energy of emitted photons, as the
band gap becomes larger with decreasing crystallite size. In freshly prepared structures,
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confinement typically occurs in Si wires of varying widths, as opposed to more dotlike structures
in oxidized porous Si structures [75], [76]. Structural characterization has shown that porous Si is
effectively crystalline Si, as well as determined the dimensions of nanocrystallites [70].
Spectroscopically, the PL spectra of resonantly-excited porous Si nanostructures confirms that this
material has the same vibrational and electronic band structure as crystalline Si [70]. The evidence
for the quantum confinement effect, and against other suggested models, supports this as the main
description of porous Si behavior, in accordance with current theoretical and experimental data.

1.9 Applications for Porous and Crystalline Silicon Systems Generated via MacEtch
The need for semiconducting micro and nanostructures continues to grow with the
development and optimization of novel devices and systems that require morphologicallycontrolled materials. High aspect ratio Si nanostructures have shown potential applicability and
viability in various systems, including, but not limited to, photovoltaic and thermoelectric devices
for energy storage and conversion technologies. Particularly, nanowire based solar cells have been
investigated to improve optical absorption, reduce optical reflection or loss, and enhance carrier
extraction for several designs.

Figure 1.14: (a) Schematic diagram illustrating n-type SiNWs on a p-type Si substrate. (b) Cross-sectional SEM image of
crystalline SiNWs generated via Ag-MacEtch. (c) Reflectance spectrum comparing polished Si, and mono and polycrystalline,
and porous SiNWs [77].
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It is well-established that porous Si can reduce substrate reflectance to less than 4% across
a 400-1000 nm wavelength range, showing potential as a microstructural anti-reflective layer or
coating [77]. The controllability of MacEtch generated nanostructures (e.g., size, density, length,
orientation, shape) for this purpose allows for further tunability of the absorption and reflectance
properties. Using AgNO3/HF-based MacEtch on single and polysilicon substrates, ~10 µm SiNWs
were generated from p-type substrates. The SiNWs were converted to n-type through a thermal
diffusion process, creating a planar p-n junction, where the n-type SiNW top layer served as a
light-trapping, antireflective coating [77]. Average reflectances of <2% and <1.4% were observed
for the polysilicon and monocrystalline Si, which is significantly lower than comparable porous
and polished Si substrates, as shown in Figure 1.14 [77]. A realized power conversion efficiency
under 10% is below attainable standards for solar cells that do not employ SiNW technology but
can be improved through future work.
Building on planar p-n junctions using SiNWs, solar cells using SiNWs with radial p-n
junctions have been realized using MacEtch as a primary fabrication step. AgNO3 MacEtch
generated ~20 µm tall nanowires from n-type, monocrystalline Si cores that were then coated with
amorphous Si and annealed to p-type polysilicon, demonstrated in Figure 1.15, forming the
junction [14]. High series resistance of the polysilicon shell, p-n junction interfacial surface
roughness, and high surface area-related and interfacial recombination were responsible for a low
solar cell efficiency of 0.5% and offer room for improvement. Furthermore, using atomic layer
deposition (ALD), TiO2 was deposited on MacEtched SiNWs to generate radial p-n
heterojunctions. These junctions exhibited a 2.5x enhancement in photocurrent compared to their
planar variant, attributed to low reflectance and high surface area of the wire structure, and even
shows the potential of some core-shell SiNW systems in hydrogen generation through the
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Figure 1.15: (a) Schematic diagram illustrating the radial p-n junction with monocrystalline n-type SiNW core in orange,
the polycrystalline p-type Si shell in blue, and the electrical contact in black. (b) Cross-sectional SEM image of core-shell
mono/polycrystalline SiNW array. (c) TEM showing the n-type monocrystalline SiNW core and the polycrystalline,
amorphous, p-type Si shell; inset shows the SAED pattern for the selected nanowire [14].

photooxidation of water [14]. In addition to NWs or pillars generated by MacEtch, the inverse
pattern, nanoholes, have also been realized and investigated as a potential candidate for high
efficiency solar cells, shown in Figure 1.16 [78], [79]. Arrays of Si nanoholes were generated
using AgNO3 MacEtch after patterning using ultraviolet lithography on p-type (100) Si substrates.
By thermally diffusing phosphorus dopant in the top surface and sidewalls of the nanoholes, 3D
radial p-n junctions were created. When etched to a depth of ~2 µm, the nanohole array structure
showed a power conversion efficiency of 9.51%. It was calculated that to obtain the same
efficiency as a 300 µm Si wafer, nanohole arrays need approximately 12x less Si by mass [76].
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Figure 1.16: (a) Top-down and (b) cross-sectional SEM views of a Si nanohole array from Ag-MacEtch of p-type (8-12
ohm•cm), (100) Si substrate. (c) and (d) Schematic diagrams illustrating the fabrication process for the p-n junction via
thermal phosphorous diffusion; the n-type diffused layer is shown in orange [78], [79].

While these conversion efficiencies are not yet comparable to those of commercial planar Si solar
cells, SiNW based solar cells have plenty of room for improvement and optimization. Doping
profiles and contact require optimization to improve electrical resistance and unwanted
recombination processes. Most notably, though is the potential of optimization through surface
passivation of Si nanostructures. When nanowires are fabricated, the surface area increases
significantly, therefore, surface passivation is needed to reduce surface recombination. However,
due to the scale and orientation of exposed facet in SiNWs, passivation has been challenging.
Some promising areas for passivation include thermally grown SiOx, SiNx deposition via CVD,
and low temperature alumina (Al2O3) ALD, which have shown reduced surface recombination
rates [80], [81] but future development is necessary.
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In conclusion, metal-assisted chemical etching is a simple, cost-effective, and versatile
etching process that is highly capable of generating high aspect ratio micro and nanostructures
from Si and some III-V materials. By combining this technique with various lithographic and nonlithographic metal patterning processes, near full control over the nanostructure shape, size,
orientation, length, density, and more is allowed. The generation of porous Si from MacEtch, and
discovery of efficient emission from porous Si structures furthers its potential applicability to
several different fields including solar cells, thermoelectrics, and LEDs and other optoelectronics
that are fabricated via established dry etching or bottom-up growth and assembly processes. Here,
porous Si optical and electrical properties will be explored. Through a series of experiments,
bundled porous SiNW arrays have been generated with depths up to 100 µm, and were
characterized through several structural, electrical, and optical techniques to fully understand the
morphology and resulting properties of high aspect ratio, porous SiNWs.
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Chapter 2: Experimental Methods
Here, the key physical and chemical mechanisms governing MacEtch will be
comprehensively discussed in order to provide a deeper understanding of the inner workings of
this technique and how the manipulation of previously discussed fabrication parameters influence
etch progression on a fundamental level. Then, several characterization and fabrication techniques
will be described in detail. Theory, operational parameters, and applications of morphological and
optical characterization techniques include scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force
microscopy (AFM), Raman spectroscopy, photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL), and integrating
sphere UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometry, in addition to a discussion on atomic layer deposition
(ALD) as a fabrication technique commonly employed to alter the physical, chemical, optical, and
electrical properties of semiconducting micro and nanostructures.

2.1 Mechanisms of MacEtch
A well-established model describes the MacEtch process: oxidant (E.g., H2O2) in the bulk
etching solution it reduced at the surface of the metal catalyst (e.g., Au), generating hole charges
(h+) in this region. The holes then diffuse through the catalyst to the metal-substrate interface
where they are then injected, or electrons extracted, from the underlying Si, oxidizing the substrate
and changing its composition to a form that is soluble in an acid in the etching solution (e.g., HF).
Parts of the substrate in direct contact with the metal have the highest concentration of h+,
promoting preferential oxidation and dissolution directly beneath the catalyst.
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Several reaction schemes have been proposed to explain the Si MacEtch process [36], [82]
– [85]. However, this is generally summarized as a series of two redox reaction followed by a
single dissolution reaction as follows [36]:

2𝑀 + 𝑛𝐻# 𝑂# + 2𝑛𝐻$ → 2𝑀%$ + 2𝑛𝐻# 𝑂

(2.1)

4𝑀%$ + 𝑛𝑆𝑖 → 𝑛𝑆𝑖 "$ + 4𝑀

(2.2)

𝑆𝑖 "$ + 6𝐻𝐹 → 𝑆𝑖𝐹&#' + 6𝐻$

(2.3)

Reaction (2.1) represents the reduction of the oxidant at the catalyst surface and subsequent metal
ion generation (Mn+). These ions accumulate until they are able to undergo solid state diffusion to
the metal-substrate interface. This reaction is typically favorable so long as the reduction potential
of H2O2 is more positive than that of the catalyst of choice. The accumulation of ions at the metalsubstrate interface results in the oxidation of Si via hole injection or electron extraction, shown in
reaction (2.2). This reaction proceeds favorably when the reduction potential of the catalyst is
more positive than the ionization potential of Si. Reduction potential is a measure of the tendency
of a chemical species to gain electrons when it is subjected to a change through the introduction
of a new chemical species to the system. If the reduction potential of the original species is higher,
or more positive, than that of the new species, the latter will be oxidized, losing electrons to the
former, which is reduced. The ionization potential of a chemical species describes the minimum
energy required to remove the most loosely bound electron from an isolated atom or molecule.
Electrons from this region are also called valence electrons and are found in the valence band of a
solid-state material. When an electron is excited and promoted from this level to a level of higher
energy, known as the conduction band, a positively charged vacancy is left behind in the valence
band. This charged vacancy represents a hole charge, h+. The susceptibility of electrons to be
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excited from the valence band to the conduction band determines the conductivity of a material.
Lastly, this newly oxidized material directly beneath the metal catalyst is dissolved by the HF in
solution, in reaction (2.3). Reactions (2.1 – 2.3) are summarized in Figure 2.1. While these
reactions take place readily in Si MacEtch configurations, the dynamics of the reactions and the
etch results for when different catalyst types and morphologies are used are what require full
understanding to optimize the potential of this powerful technique.

Figure 2.1: The MacEtch process is shown for gold (Au) on silicon (Si). The series of reactions required for MacEtch to
+
proceed are indicated by the (1) generation of hole charges, h , at the Au surface via the reduction of H2O2, (2) oxidation
of silicon at the Au:Si interface via hole injection or electron extraction, and (3) the selective dissolution of oxidized
regions by HF in solution and subsequent transport of reaction byproducts.
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For MacEtch to proceed, consistent solution access is
required to the etching front to continue to promote
vertical etching and to help transport reagents and
reaction byproducts in the region. This mass transport
process is debated in the MacEtch community, and to
date, three models have been proposed to describe
how this process occurs, shown in Figure 2.2 [86].
Model I suggests that Si atoms from the substrate
diffuse through the metal prior to being oxidized and
etched at the catalyst surface [36], [86]. Some support
for this model includes the likelihood for Si to diffuse
into and through a noble metal such as Au [36], [86].
But by performing Si MacEtch with a film of Au
nanodots of varying thicknesses, this model was
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagrams of the proposed models
for mass transport in Si-MacEtch. (a) Model I describes
transport of Si atoms to the metal surface prior to
oxidation and dissolution. (b) Modell II describes
transport around the perimeter of the metal layer, with or
without the presence of a porous Si layer. (c) Model III
describes transport through the metal catalyst where
oxidation and dissolution occurs at the metal-substrate
interface [86].

shown to be unlikely. XPS spectra before and after
etching showed no presence of a characteristic Si 2p
peak in the bulk of the Au catalyst, and any Si peaks
that are observed are a result of substrate detection,

rather than Si diffusion through the bulk catalyst [87], [88]. However, the increase in binding
energy of a characteristic Au 4f peak, that provides support for some Au-Si mixing at the metalsubstrate interface.
Models II and III both involve oxidation of Si at the metal-substrate interface, however,
the route which reagents and reaction byproducts travel to reach the interface differs. Model II
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suggests mass transport around the perimeter of the catalyst layer, and model III suggests mass
transport through the porous catalyst film [82] – [84], [86]. Interestingly, experimental support
exists for both models II and III. When Ag strips of varying thicknesses were deposited on Si
substrates and subjected to MacEtch, the resulting etch rates differed with lateral dimensions while
thickness remained the same. As the Ag strip width increased from 390 nm to 710 nm, the etch
rate decreased from 35 µm/min to 20 µm/min as lateral size increased [86], providing support for
the mechanism proposed by model II. Further support for this model was demonstrated when a
112 nm thick Au cube exhibited a higher etch rate than a significantly thinner 6.9 nm thick Au
prism [89]. The mechanism by which the peripheral mass transport in model II takes place is also
debated. The observation of a porous Si layer beneath the catalyst suggests that the transport of
reagents and reaction byproducts around the catalyst is facilitated by this porous layer [86].
However, other experimental support for model II has shown no presence of a porous Si layer,
suggesting a limited role at best [89]. Experimental support for model III has also been
demonstrated when thin, nanoporous Au strips eliminated the preferred edge etching effect seen
when thicker, solid films were used [83]. The generation of a porous catalyst layer during MacEtch
promotes reagent and reaction byproduct transport through the catalyst layer in some III-V
materials further supports model III [90], [91]. Notably, when continuous Au catalysts of varying
thicknesses, with all other morphological parameters kept constant, were used to etch Si, etch rates
differed based on the film thickness. Figure 2.3 shows the etch rate as a function of film thickness
[36]. As film thickness increased, the etch rate generally decreased. For Au films <30 nm, the
decrease in etch rate is very rapid, while this decrease begins to saturate for Au films >40 nm. This
suggests that not one, but both models II and III are valid and applicable. When using thinner Au
films (e.g., <30 nm), the large decrease in etch rate as thickness increases provides support for
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model III, that the reagents and reaction
byproducts are transported through the
catalyst film. Alternatively, when thicker Au
films are used (e.g., >40 nm), the saturation in
the etch rate decrease provides support for
model

II,

that

reagents

and

reaction

byproducts are transported around the catalyst
film. Between 30 – 40 nm, both models II and III

Figure 2.3: A plot comparing etch rate as a function of
catalyst thickness. Inset (i - v) correspond to 10, 20, 30, 40,
and 50 nm thick catalyst layers, respectively [36].

may be taking place as a shift from transport through a thinner film to transport around a thicker
film takes place. Additionally, support for the shift from model III to model II as film thickness
increased was provided through the observation of cracks and pores in thinner Au films that
formed because of MacEtch. Au films that are <30 nm allowed for the formation of cracks and
pores during MacEtch, with the density of such cracks and pores decreasing as thickness increased.
The presence of cracks and pores in thinner films allows reagents and byproducts to be transported
through the porous catalyst, supporting model III as the dominant mechanism. The absence of
significant cracks and pores in thicker Au films (e.g., >40 nm) supports model II as the dominant
mass transport mechanism. When cracks and pores are present, the path length for reagents and
byproducts through the catalyst is significantly shorter than when they are not present and path
lengths around the catalyst become significantly longer, which explains the transition from model
III to model II as film thickness increased.
In addition to a mass transport mechanism, a charge transfer mechanism is critical to the
MacEtch process. Catalytically-generated hole charges at the catalyst surface diffuse to the
metal/substrate interface, followed by oxidation of the underlying substrate after hole injection, or
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electron extraction from the substrate [92], [93]. While the electronic conductivity of the metal
catalyst is of no concern, the presence of an electronic transport barrier is the likely factor that
limits substrate oxidation. Using several 30 nm bilayer catalyst structures for MacEtch, support
for this hypothesis was provided. For all bilayers, Au remained as the top layer to ensure asexpected hole generation, while the bottom layer was composed of several different transition
metals including Cr, Ag, Ni, and Ti [36], [94]. As expected, Au/Ag MacEtch generated SiNWs;
Ag is a well-known and commonly used MacEtch catalyst. Previous reports also confirmed Cr as
an effective blocking layer to MacEtch [94]. For Au/Ni and Au/Ti, it was found that both Ni and
Ti are effectively etch blocking layers, under appropriate conditions. When Si-MacEtch was
performed on samples with either an Au/Ni or Au/Ti bilayer catalyst, no etching was observed
after a shorter 5-minute etch. However, after a longer 10-minute etch, both bilayer architectures
generated some etched SiNWs. Interestingly, when samples were etched for durations longer than
10 minutes, the bottom layer of the bilayer structures began eroding, as evident by the presence of
a characteristic Ni 2p peak before etching, but minimally detected after MacEtch took place [36].
The ability for metals like Cr, Ni, and Ti to act as etch blocking layers was a key detail in
helping understand why charge transfer is prevented in bilayer catalysts made with these materials.
It is natural to consider such electrical properties as work function and electronegativity to
understand the charge transfer mechanism; however, they are likely not the primary drivers in
MacEtch. It has been suggested that the transport barrier at the metal-substrate interface controls
charge transfer during MacEtch [36], [95]. For example, metals like Au with a work function
greater than that of Si form Ohmic transport barriers while etch stop layers, like Cr and Ti with
work functions lower than that of Si form Schottky transport barriers. However, the work function
of Ni, a known etch blocking layer, is approximately the same as that of Au. This would indicate
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Ni as a good etch catalyst, but minimal etching is
observed, discrediting work function as the primary
controller of charge transfer in MacEtch. Since
electronegativity describes the ability of an element to
attract electrons, it also seemed a reasonable candidate
to govern the charge transfer mechanism [92]. At first
glance,

this

appears

to

be

supported.

With

electronegativities lower than that of Au, it makes sense
Figure 2.4: Diagram comparing redox potentials of
several known metal catalysts and blocking layers and
hydrogen peroxide, a common MacEtch oxidant, to the
electron affinity and ionization potential of Si [36].

that Cr and Ti act as good etch blocking layers, but with
an electronegativity similar to Ag, an effective MacEtch

catalyst, etching would be expected for Ni, while no etching is observed [36], [85]. Alternatively,
the redox potentials of the reagents and substrate provide a more consistent explanation for charge
transfer in MacEtch. In this case, the redox potentials of several metals were compared to the
ionization potential, or electron affinity of Si, shown in Figure 2.4 [36]. Using this model, an
explanation for which metals induce etching and which block etching was proposed. Since Si is
oxidized during MacEtch, an electron is removed from the valence band, indicating that the
ionization potential is key for redox comparisons with different metals or oxidants [96]. Metals
with a redox potential more negative than the ionization potential of Si will prevent etching, while
metals with a redox potential more positive than the ionization potential of Si will induce etching,
supporting ionization potential/electron affinity as the likely driver in MacEtch charge transfer.
Considering this charge transfer model appears redox reaction dependent, we must also
consider how charge carriers reach the metal-substrate interface. It was concluded that the
oxidation of Si during MacEtch is not a case of charge carrier injection, rather a case of ion
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transport through the metal catalyst. Using a smooth, trilayer structure of Au/Cr/Au, the same
interfaces as standard Au-MacEtch were conserved: the Au/H2O2 interface, and the Au/Si
interface, with a known etch blocking layer, Cr, sandwiched between them. If the origin of the
etch blocking action of Cr is due to interfacial effects, the trilayer structure would have etched Si
since the Au/H2O2 and Au/Si interfaces are maintained. However, no etching occurred, even after
a longer 20-minute etch [36]. Also, since the Cr layer was electrically conducting and blocks
etching, it must be a barrier to the charge transfer process in general. The lack of etching suggested
that hole transport from the catalyst surface to the metal-substrate interface is unlikely to be the
primary method of charge transfer in MacEtch. The formation of pores and cracks by mobile Au
ions during etching, as well as the redox-driven nature of reactions at the metal-substrate interface
supports an explanation suggesting mobile oxidized metal ions are responsible for the charge
transfer process.
The overall MacEtch process for Au on Si can be summarized by reaction (2.4) [89]:

Au

𝑆𝑖 + 𝐻# 𝑂# + 6𝐻𝐹 → 2𝐻# 𝑂 + 𝐻# 𝑆𝑖𝐹& + 𝐻#

(2.4)

The role of the Au as a catalyst is to reduce H2O2 generating mobile, positively charged Au ions
that are transported to the metal-substrate interface where they induce oxidation of Si via electron
extraction. While the transport of reagents and byproducts during etching occurs through the metal
or around the metal, affecting the overall etch rate, depending on the chosen thickness of the
deposited catalyst film.
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2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning Electron microscopy (SEM) gives us insight into a world exponentially smaller
than what we can see with our eyes or even through the view of a familiar light microscope.
Electron microscopy uses electrons to visualize tiny objects in the same way light allows us to
visualize samples in a light microscope. Using SEM, we can image the scales on an insect
carapace, internal structures of plant and animal cells, dimensions of micro and nanostructures, or
even individual atoms in some metal alloys, revealing topographical, morphological, and
compositional information about a variety of materials and structures.

Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of a typical scanning electron microscope [97].

In a typical SEM column, shown in Figure 2.5 [97], an electron gun at the top of the column
generates high energy electrons, typically between 0.1 – 30 keV. However, the diameter of the
electron beam generated is too large to produce a high-resolution image. This is mitigated by a
series of electromagnetic lenses and apertures down the column that focus the beam and control
the beam diameter, ensuring a small, focused spot size (~1-100 nm) on the sample surface. The
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column and specimen chamber are kept under
vacuum to prevent any atmospheric scattering of
electrons being accelerated down the column [97].
For nearly a decade, the most common
configuration of electron gun consisted of a Vshaped hairpin tungsten (W) filament electron
source that is spot-welded to leads mounted on an
insulator. Using a direct current (dc) bias, the
filament is heated to approximately 2700 K, at
which tungsten is known to emit electrons from its

Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of a thermionic emission
electron gun with tungsten filament F, Wehnelt cylinder
(W), high-voltage insulator (C), and O-ring (O); autobias
resistor (Rb) creates a potential difference between F and
W, controlling the emission current (Ic) [98].

surface via a process known as thermionic emission. The common form of a tungsten, thermionic
electron gun is illustrated in Figure 2.6 [98]. Within the tungsten, the highest energy electrons are
found at the top of the conduction band at a specific Fermi energy, Ef. Typically, these conduction
band electrons cannot escape the metal surface into
the surrounding vacuum due to ta material specific
parameter known as the work function, 𝜙. The work
function defines the energy differential between the
top of the conduction band, and the vacuum level,
located just past the material surface. That is, the
work function defines the energy required to emit an
electron from the top of the conduction band into the
Figure 2.7: Energy-band diagram of a typical metal
with no externally applied electric field; thermionic
emission is represented by the dotted line [98].

surrounding vacuum. Figure 2.7 shows an energyband diagram describing thermionic emission [98].
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Because the electrons in the conduction band are in thermodynamic equilibrium with the atomic
nuclei of the metal, thermal energy is shared. So, when the temperature of the source is increased,
some electrons in the conduction band gain enough energy to cross the vacuum level threshold
and escape the metal surface. Due to the shape of the filament, and the leads serving as heat sinks,
the highest temperature and greatest emission occurs in the tip and regions immediately adjacent
to it.
An alternative to using a tungsten hairpin filament as the electron source is to use a rodshaped lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) source with an electrochemically sharpened tip. This
material has a low work function (𝜙 = 2.7 eV) relative to tungsten (𝜙 = 4.5 eV) [97], [98]. This
allows LaB6 to undergo electron emission between 1400 – 2000 K rather than 2500 – 3000 K for
tungsten. Tradeoffs between LaB6 and tungsten exist, however; LaB6 is considerably cheaper than
tungsten, but lasts markedly longer under appropriate operating conditions.

Figure 2.8: Different common electron gun sources. From left to right: v-shaped tungsten filament (thermionic), LaB6
pointed rod (thermionic), tungsten tip welded to a v-shaped tungsten filament (field emission) [99].

LaB6 may undergo thermal shock and subsequent fracture if heated too rapidly, while it also may
become chemically poisoned if exposed to oxygen, forming oxides that alter the thermal and
electrical properties of the material. It allows for comparable emission current from a smaller area,
yielding brighter images. Different electron gun sources are shown in Figure 2.8 [99].
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Another component key to proper
shaping and focusing of the electron beam is the
Wehnelt cylinder. This is a removable metal
electrode that completely surrounds the source
tip, apart from a sub-millimeter wide opening for
the electron beam to pass through. The Wehnelt
cylinder effectively serves as a control grid and
a convergent electrostatic lens. By controlling
the emission current of the emitted electrons, and
the area from which electrons are emitted, the

Figure 2.9: Energy-band diagram with moderate
(Schottky; dashed) and high (Field; solid) strength
surface applied electric fields. The applied fields reduce
the potential barrier by an amount, 𝛥𝜙 [98].

Wehnelt cylinder helps form the initial shape of the electron beam. The cylinder is strongly
negatively biased, relative to the electron emitter just above it, generating a repulsive electric field
that suppresses emission from all areas of the source not immediately at or adjacent to the tip [97],
[100]. The anode located below the cylinder is strongly positively biased, relative to the electron
emitter, such that electrons from the source are accelerated toward the anode, creating an electron
beam that traverses the opening of the Wehnelt cylinder. If the magnitude of negative bias on the
cylinder is increased, both the emission current and emission area are simultaneously decreased.
Therefore, the cylinder bias is often set just above a “pinching” point where the emission area is
so small that the electron beam is effectively “pinched” off, and no useful electron beam can be
generated [97].
Thermionic emission of electrons can be enhanced when an electrostatic field is applied to
the surface of the source. This field reduces the height of the potential barrier by reducing the work
function via the Schottky effect; this is also called Schottky emission. Similar to a common
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thermionic source, a Schottky source consists of a tungsten filament, however the difference arises
when an electrochemically-sharpened tungsten crystal is welded to the tip of the filament and
coated with zirconium oxide (ZrO). This configuration allows for sufficient electron emission at
lower temperatures (~1800 K) [98]. A positively biased extractor, relative to the source, generates
and accelerating field at the surface of the source tip, slightly beyond the opening of the Wehnelt
cylinder. Unfortunately, ZrO is chemically poisoned in atmospheric conditions more easily than
LaB6, so vacuum conditions must be kept even higher [97]. With a strong enough applied field (≈
109 V/m), the width of the potential barrier can become sufficiently small such that some electrons
may pass through it to the vacuum just beyond the surface of the source via quantum mechanical
tunneling; this process of electron emission via quantum tunneling is known as field emission [98],
[100]. Based on quantum mechanical fundamentals, the probability of an electron successfully
tunneling through the potential barrier becomes very high when the barrier width is comparable to
the de Broglie wavelength, 𝜆, of the electron. The energy-band diagram in Figure 2.9 describes
this process [98]. To achieve the electric field magnitude required for field emission, the Wehnelt
cylinder may be replaced by a positively biased, relative to the tip, extractor electrode. Since the
radius of the source tip is far smaller than the distance to the extractor, local fields may be produced
with the required magnitude for successful electron emission. This results in emission from a
source area below 10nm, allowing for beam focusing to sub-nanometer sizes using a single lens.
Field emission sources can last many months or years before a replacement is required. Since no
thermal excitation is required, field emission sources can operate at room temperature, earning
them the moniker, “cold field emission” sources. Cold field emission guns require even higher
vacuum conditions than either thermionic or Schottky emission sources and require periodic
flashing to heat the tip and remove and adsorbed gases [97], [98]. All source types have
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advantages, disadvantages, and operating parameters unique to them, and these are thoroughly
summarized in table 2.1 below [98], where 𝜙 is the work function, T is the temperature, E the
applied electric field, Jc the current density, 𝛽 the electron-optical brightness, ds the source
diameter, and Δ𝐸 is the electron energy spread.
Table 2.1: Operating parameters for each of the four types of electron sources [98].

Emission Source

Tungsten
Thermionic

(W)

LaB6

Schottky

Thermionic

(ZrO/W)

Field (W)

𝝓 (eV)

4.5

2.7

2.8

4.5

T (K)

2700

1800

1800

300

E (V/m)

low

low

~ 108

> 109

Jc (A/m2)

~ 104

~ 106

~ 107

~ 109

𝜷 (Am-2/sr-1)

~ 109

~ 1010

~ 1011

~ 1012

ds (µm)

~ 40

~ 10

~ 0.02

~ 0.01

Vacuum (Pa)

< 10-2

< 10-4

< 10-7

~ 10-8

Lifetime (hrs.)

~ 100

~ 1000

~ 104

~ 104

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.3

𝚫𝑬 (eV)

Following electron emission, and the initial acceleration and shaping of the beam by the
electron gun assembly, the beam will still require further shaping and focusing prior to interacting
with the sample. The electron beam is controlled by magnetic fields generated by coils within the
SEM column, and the trajectories of the electrons within the beam can be altered based on the
current applied to the deflecting coils, with electrons further from the optic axis being more
strongly deflected. The beam diverges after it passes through the anode plate. But the beam can be
reconverged and collimated using a condenser lens system. This magnetic lens is typically made
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of two ferromagnetic pole pieces that are rotationally symmetric. Copper windings inside of the
pole pieces provide a magnetic field. A hole in the center of the pole pieces allows the beam to
pass through, while a lens-gap between the pole pieces acts as a magnetic focusing point for the
electron beam. The focal point generated here can be controlled through careful adjustments in the
lens current. Just below the condenser lens focal point is a condenser aperture. A small opening in
the condenser aperture only allows for focused electrons to pass through, while simultaneously
blocking most scattered and inhomogeneous electrons. Often, in more modern systems, a second
condenser lens/aperture system is added for further control over the beam. After passing through
the condenser lens system, the beam once again diverges. By using another electromagnetic lens
system, called the objective lens, the electron beam can be further focused and shaped into a
nanometer-scale point with which the sample surface is probed. By tuning the objective lens
demagnification and objective aperture size(s), the electron beam diameter can be reduced to
significantly improve resolution [97], [98], [100].
While it may appear that the only necessary parameters to generate a quality SEM image
are beam diameter, or spot size, and beam convergence angle, 𝛼, several other parameters directly
affect the resolution and depth of field of an acquired image. This includes beam energy, aperture
size, lens aberrations, and working distance (WD), or difference between the sample surface and
pole piece. As previously discussed, apertures along the SEM column exclude inhomogeneous
and scattered electrons from the focused beam. However, two types of apertures exist: one placed
below the final lens, known as a real aperture, and the other placed somewhere above the final
lens, known as a virtual aperture [97], [100], [101]. Both apertures act to affect the beam shape
and energy spread. The difference between real and virtual apertures effectively lies in their
locations in the SEM column. Virtual apertures, however, are kept far from the sample, thus they
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have improved longevity, but due to the very small opening through which the electron beam
passes, alignment is a common operation. By decreasing the aperture size, the beam angle is
reduced, resulting in an improved depth of field for the same working distance, and a decrease in
probe current [100].
Unfortunately, the fabrication processes for electromagnetic lenses and apertures aren’t
perfect. Errors during machining of metal components, asymmetries in coil windings, and
contamination on the aperture or column can alter the cross-sectional profile of the electron beam.
Typically, the cross-section is elliptical rather than perfectly circular, which results in directional
stretching of the image when under or overfocused, known as astigmatism [97]. The electron beam
can be shaped by a series of coils within the column, called “stigmators.” By adjusting the x and
y-directions of the stigmator coils, the beam cross section can be made as circular as possible,
minimizing stretching, resulting in enhanced resolution, key for high magnification images. A
typical process of focusing and adjusting stigmators may be as follows: x, focus, y, focus, repeat
until image quality is optimized [97], [98].
If a sample exhibits variations in its topography, depth of field becomes increasingly
important. While apertures may help improve the depth of field, the openings can only be made
so small before it become unreasonable. Therefore, another parameter that become important for
depth of field and image quality is the working distance. When a short WD is used, the beam will
have less distance to travel prior to interacting with the sample, so it will scan with a larger probe
diameter. This results in an increase in spatial resolution, but a decrease in depth of field.
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Figure 2.10: (a) Secondary electron SEM image of Ni/Au nanorods. (b) BSE SEM image of the same Ni/Au nanorods.
These images demonstrate the differences between SE and BSE images [97].

Alternatively, a longer WD allows the beam to converge more prior to interacting with the sample,
resulting in a smaller probe diameter, decreased spatial resolution, and increased depth of field
[97]. Typically, a larger WD is used for large samples with a high degree of topographical
variation, while a smaller WD is used on flat samples. When the electron beam reaches the sample
surface, the high-energy electrons penetrate the sample surface and interact with atoms in the
sample. The depth of this interaction is dependent upon the accelerating voltage (in kV) from the
source. As the accelerating voltage increases, the primary electrons in the beam carry more kinetic
energy to the sample surface, resulting in greater penetration depths. Higher accelerating voltages
are associated with images containing more information about the bulk of the sample, while lower
voltages yield more surface information [98]. Image formation in SEM depends on the acquisition
of differing signals produced when the beam and sample interact through two primary
mechanisms: elastic and inelastic scattering. The most used signal generated by the interaction
between the primary beam and the sample is that of secondary electrons [97], [98], [100]. When
primary electrons reach the sample surface, some surface specimen atoms are ionized through the
emission of just the most loosely-bound, outer electrons with energy values typically between 3 –
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5 eV [100]. This results from the inelastic scattering, or collisions, between primary electrons and
outer orbital electrons in the sample. Due to the substantially low energy of secondary electrons,
they can only escape from regions within a few nanometers of the sample surface, ideal for
providing topographical information [100]. To detect secondary electrons that may be emitted in
various directions from the sample surface, a specialized detector known as an Everhart-Thornley
(ET) detector. A positively biased scintillator readily attracts low energy secondary electrons
toward the detector. The energy of the electrons incident upon the detector are converted to
photons. The photons produced then travel down a light pipe into a photomultiplier tube (PMT)
that amplifies and converts the photon energy back into electrons and a corresponding voltage. An
amplifier further enhances the output signal prior to an image being displayed on the screen [102].
Not all secondary electrons reach the detector, though. In this case, electrons that are not detected
generate shadows or darker regions than those with unobstructed paths. A tilted surface may
further improve image brightness and quality. Tilting the sample changes the region of the
interaction volume within the sample, bringing some regions that are deeper in the sample or are
blocked by topographical variations closer to the surface, allowing electrons in these regions to
escape more easily, and provide a more direct path to the detector [97], [100].
Another common and useful signal for producing SEM images is that from
backscattered electrons (BSEs). By definition, BSEs were primary electrons that have undergone
one or more elastic scattering events and escaped the sample surface with energies greater than 50
eV, or approximately 60 – 80% of their incident energy [97]. Samples composed of more dense
materials, with higher atomic numbers, have more protons in their nuclei, leading to an increased
yield of BSEs, increasing the BSE signal. This provides compositional information on the sample
as contrast will arise between regions made of different materials. The backscattered yield, or the
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percentage of incident electrons that get reemitted, is also dependent on the atomic number. The
BSE yield for a heavy element like Au is ~50%, while the BSE yield for a light element like carbon
is only ~6% [97]. BSEs are not attracted to a biased Faraday cage like in an ET detector. Typically,
the Faraday cage is negatively biased so to prevent any low energy secondary electrons from being
detected. Only electrons that can reach the detector via a straight-line path contribute to the
backscattered image. A comparison of a secondary electron image and a BSE image is shown in
Figure 2.10 [97].
Other than secondary and backscattered electrons, several other useful signals are
generated when the primary electron beam interacts with the sample. Characteristic x-rays are
emitted when outer-shell electrons transition to an inner shell vacancy generated by an inelastic
scattering event. When this transition occurs, x-ray radiation is emitted with energy characteristic
to a specific transition in a specific element, yielding compositional information.

Bremsstrahlung X- Rays
Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of the electron interaction volume and the signals generated as a result [103].
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Additionally, a continuous x-ray background is generated through the deceleration of high-energy
electrons as they interact with the sample. This type of “braking radiation” is also known as
“Bremsstrahlung” radiation, and simply provide background noise, but can be important to the full
understanding of the emitted spectra. Apart from additional x-ray emission during SEM, other
forms of electrons are generated as well. Auger electrons result from the charge stabilization of an
ionized atom. Following a primary electron collision, an inner shell vacancy is filled by an outer
orbital electron, accompanied by the release of another electron from the same atom. This emitted
electron following the transition carries characteristic information about the sample composition
and is known as an Auger electron. These electrons are quite low energy and can escape only from
regions within nanometers of the surface, limiting them to providing some compositional, but
mostly topographical information about the sample. The interaction volume during SEM, and the
produced signals are summarized in Figure 2.11 [103].

2.3 Atomic Force Microscopy
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) began in the early 1980s following the
invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) by Heinrich Rohrer and Gerd Binnig in an
IBM lab in Zurich, Switzerland; they were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1986 for their
creation. That very same year, Binnig, and his associates Calvin Quate and Cristoph Gerber, made
another breakthrough when they invented the first atomic force microscope (AFM). This was a
considerable advancement over STM because AFM is capable of imaging almost any type of
surface rather than conducting and semiconducting surfaces only. Modern AFMs can have vertical
resolutions below 1 Å, with a lateral resolution in the region of 30 Å [104]. The capabilities of
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AFM continue to transform the characterization and measurement of micro and nanoscale
materials across countless disciplines.
In AFM, the scanning probe is a spring-like cantilever with a tip at the open end; the choice
of tip material is dependent on what the probe is intended for. If an extremely hard tip is needed
in, for example, Scanning Spreading Resistance Microscopy (SSRM), a diamond tip, or a silicon
tip with a diamond-like coating (DLC), can be used [105], [106]. When scanning a sample,
particularly fluids, tips can be protected from ambient conditions by employing a noble metalbased coating, like Pt or Cr-Au. Other common coatings can further enhance the AFM probe.
Coatings like TiO, TiN, W C, and even doped DLC are conductive, thus they are ideal for
2

conductance techniques like STM and Electric Force Microscopy (EFM) [107]. Other coatings
employ magnetic materials like Fe, Ni, Co, and various specialized alloys, for use in STM and
Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) [108], [109].

Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram of a typical AFM system showing a laser reflecting off a deflecting tip to a 2 or 4 quadrant
photodiode [116].
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In many cases, a highly-doped Si tip can be used, but these are easily damaged in contact mode
operations where the contact force applied upon the sample is ~10-7 N. A large majority of
commercially available tips are triangular or square pyramidal in shape with an opening angle of
70°. These tips are produced lithographically, and do not have high sharpness. To fabricate high
sharpness tips, an electrochemical etching technique can be used on monocrystalline silicon to
produce tips with opening angles as small as 20° [110. For applications requiring very thin tips,
electron beam deposition (EBD) is used on the ends of existing tips to produce very thin, needlelike tips.
The cantilever is typically composed of monocrystalline silicon or silicon nitride, Si3N4.
Silicon nitride tips are advantageous to silicon tips such that they may be fabricated thinner and
more flexible than their silicon counterparts, offering more sensitivity to cantilever deflections.
However, hybrid materials have been realized, combining the flexibility of the silicon nitride
cantilever, with the sharpness of the silicon cantilever [111]. Less often, cantilevers are made of
nickel, tungsten, or other materials [112], [113]. The intrinsic mechanical properties of the material
chosen, like Young’s Modulus (E) and the modulus of rigidity (G), and the density of the material
define cantilever properties like stiffness, resonance frequency, and Q-factor. Cantilever stiffness
is typically defined by the spring constant (k), measured in N/m. Soft cantilevers encompass those
with k-constants below 0.1 N/m, and are often used in contact modes to help retain sample
integrity. Rigid cantilevers typically have k-constants above 1 N/m and are often used in noncontact or dynamic modes due to their high resonance frequencies and small oscillation
amplitudes, significantly increasing sensitivity [114]. The resonance frequency (f ) can range from
0

several kHz up to MHz and is dependent upon the k-constant and mass of the cantilever, mass of
the tip, as well as the cantilever length [115]. The most common shape used for the cantilever is
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a rectangular, “diving board” shape, although triangular cantilevers are also used. A typical AFM
setup is illustrated in Figure 2.12 [116].
The assembly interacts with the sample surface via a raster scanning motion. As the probe
moves left/right and up/down along the surface, a laser reflects off the cantilever to a specialized
photodetector separated into 2 or 4 quadrants. As the surface features of the sample change in
vertical and/or lateral directions, the cantilever gets deflected, altering the angle at which the laser
is reflected, ultimately changing the position at which the laser strikes the detector. The detector
recognizes the positional offset of the laser relative to its starting point, and thus can generate
spectra that determine the height, length, depth, and spacing of surface features, as well as surface
roughness of a sample. Deflection of the cantilever occurs as a result of force interactions between
the tip and sample that increase or decrease as the tip moves. Based on the distance of separation
between the tip and sample, the dominant force of interaction between the two changes. When the
cantilever is in contact with the sample, the dominant force(s) contributing to image formation are
frictional and elastic forces. These forces are responsible for any sample and tip deformations that
are incurred [110].
During contact mode scans, the probe is constantly in contact with the surface as the probe
scans. Essentially, the probe is being dragged across the surface of the sample, measuring the
mechanical force of contact. As the probe moves, the cantilever is deflected differently depending
on the vertical and lateral positioning of surface features. In contact mode, the user can alter the
pressure that the tip applies to the sample, which may reveal unique information but may damage
the sample or tip more rapidly. Tip and sample integrity can be compromised in this mode due to
the physical wear and tear of being dragged around repeatedly.
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Figure 2.13: Plot demonstrating different force regimes as a function of probe distance from the sample surface (zdirection). Repulsive and attractive regimes are highlighted in red and blue respectively [117].

As the tip is lowered to the sample surface, a force curve is generated, comparing sample-tip
interaction force to sample-tip distance, shown in Figure 2.13 [117]. The force curve tells us what
stage of the scan the tip assembly is in. When the tip is in contact with the sample, repulsive forces
between the atoms of the tip and the sample surface dominate. In general, these forces are very
short-range forces, and decay exponentially. As the tip is pulled away from or brought near but is
not in contact with the sample surface, attractive forces act on the tip. These forces include Van
der Waals forces, electrostatic interactions, and various chemical forces [118].
When sample-tip separation approaches distances on the order of tens of angstroms, the
primary interaction forces are Van der Waals forces. These are very weak attractive or repulsive
forces between atoms, molecules, and surfaces. At these distances, dynamic, or tapping, modes
are realized. Tapping mode is the most common imaging mode used during operations in ambient
conditions or in liquids. During tapping operations, the cantilever is vertically oscillated at or near
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its resonant frequency, typically using a piezoelectric component of the cantilever base. The
oscillation amplitude usually ranges from a few nanometers to ~200 nm. During operation, the
frequency and amplitude of the cantilever are kept constant such that they will not change barring
drift or the interaction of the tip with a surface. As the tip approaches the sample surface, several
interaction forces, including Van der Waals forces, dipole-dipole interactions, and electrostatic
interactions can change the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever. This causes the cantilever to be
raised or lowered in order to maintain the preset oscillation amplitude as the sample is scanned
[119]. Tapping mode forces are typically higher than contact mode forces but do not exert the
same lateral force to the surface, generally resulting in less damage to the tip and sample. Tapping
mode is gentle enough to image fragile lipid bilayers in biological systems [120].
When the cantilever tip does not contact the sample surface throughout operation, this is
known as non-contact mode. Similar to tapping mode, the cantilever is oscillated at or just above
its resonant frequency. Here, the oscillation amplitude ranges from a few nanometers down to
picometers [121]. The Van der Waals forces peak between 1-10 nm above a surface and have a
significant contribution to any decrease in the resonant frequency of the cantilever during a scan.
A feedback loop monitors this decrease in frequency and maintains a constant oscillation
amplitude or frequency based on the magnitude of the sample-tip interaction. Non-contact modes
are the least damaging to the tip and sample, and thus can be used to effectively image various soft
matter samples [110].
Atomic force microscopy certainly has a large range of operational modes that allow users
to characterize and measure properties of, virtually, any sample, including, but not limited to
polymers, biological materials, thin films & coatings, and semiconductor materials & devices
[122], [123]. The AFM can also measure magnetic and electrical properties of materials. These
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techniques are most commonly performed in contact or dynamic modes. Electrical AFM modes
can reveal information regarding current, capacitance, conductance, surface potential, etc. These
data are becoming ever more relevant in applications such as solar and battery technology,
conductive polymers, and semiconductors. For example, conductive AFM (C-AFM) is a contact
mode that maps current distribution and topography simultaneously. A similarity between C-AFM
and STM is that both techniques apply a bias between the tip and the sample. But, in C-AFM, a
conductive cantilever is used as opposed to a metallic wire in STM, allowing the user to gather
topographical information as well as electrical information. C-AFM can take point measurements
that compare current to voltage (aka an I-V curve). Other electrical AFM modes include
piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM), and kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM). Atomic force
microscopy and all the variants of SPM are high-powered techniques, and the constant
improvement and further understanding of their principles will allow for a deeper understanding
of the technique, as well as further progress in scientific understanding.

2.4 Raman Spectroscopy
The scattering of light by sound waves in a solid was predicted by Brillouin in 1922 [124];
quantum-mechanical theory was developed by Smekal shortly after in 1923 [125]. The Raman
effect was first demonstrated in 1928 by the team of C.V. Raman and KS Krishnan in organic
liquids, and independently for inorganic crystals by Grigory Landsberg and Leonid Landestam
[126]. Raman and Krishnan were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for their discovery in 1930
[127], [128]. With the development of laser technology, Raman spectroscopy became a standard
technique for solid-state physics, chemistry, and materials science.
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Also known as Raman scattering, this phenomenon describes inelastic scattering of light
quanta, or photons; this involves energy transfer between incident light and the sample and,
subsequently, a change in direction of the beam. When incident photons interact with an atom or
molecule, they transfer energy to electrons in the sample This energy transfer involves an
excitation of electrons and a change in the vibrational energy of an atom or molecule. This
excitation puts the sample in a virtual energy state. A virtual energy state is a very short-lived,
unobservable quantum state. The excited electrons are promoted to these states for lifetimes so
short, they must be derived from uncertainty relations [129]. There are energies associated with
these virtual states, although direct measurements are not possible. Different approaches have been
developed to enable some measurements or collect information on other parameters dependent on
the lifetime of the virtual state [130], [131]. As relaxation occurs, the photon is emitted, resulting
in Rayleigh or Raman scattering. In all cases, the electronic energy of the system is equal to the
starting state, but the vibrational energy may increase, decrease, or stay the same. In the case of
the vibrational energy remaining the same before and after the scattering event, the incident
photon(s) are unaffected and Rayleigh scattering is observed. This happens to be the physical
principle behind why the sky appears blue on a clear day.
The remaining emission spectra, those that result in Raman scattering, can be explained
through molecular vibrations in the sample. For solid-state materials, Raman scattering provides
information on vibrational energy in a sample, as well as optical and acoustic phonon modes [132].
Molecular vibrational energy is quantized and can be approximately modeled as a quantum
harmonic oscillator. When incident light interacts with electrons in a molecule, their vibrational
modes may change, and thus, their vibrational energy may change as well. This energy change
corresponds to an increase or decrease in the energy of the photon(s) that interacted with the
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sample. If the energy of the emitted photon(s) is lower than that of the incident photon, Stokes
scattering is observed. The energy loss results in a lower frequency, thus a red shift in the light
itself. This occurs in most cases of Raman scattering because the principal population state of a
molecule at room temperature is the ground vibrational mode. A small fraction of molecules exists
at higher order vibrational modes. This causes an increase in the energy, and frequency, of the
incident photon(s), resulting in a blue shift in the emitted light. This is referred to as Anti-Stokes
scattering. Figure 2.14 below shows a generalized Jablonski energy diagram summarizing the
various forms of scattering events [133]. Ultimately, incident photons interact with the target
molecule, and the gain or loss of energy is characteristic of the vibrational mode of each bond
present in a sample. For example, the energy shift for a C-O bond is different from a C-H bond is
different from a C=O bond, and so on. The differences that exist between different bond types and
configurations give chemists and physicists precise information about the molecular structure of a
sample. Figure 2.15 demonstrates how a Raman spectra can provide structural information on a
sample containing silicon in various forms [134].

Figure 2.14: Jablonski energy diagram specifying energy differences between Rayleigh, Stokes, and Anti-Stokes scattering
[133].
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Figure 2.15: Raman spectra across different regions of silicon; highly crystalline regions are shown in orange, while noncrystalline regions are shown in green, blue, and red [134].

The unique vibrational modes that may exist in a material describe several key properties
including thermal and electrical conductivities, thermal expansion, thermo-dynamic properties,
and can even reveal the critical temperature in the phase diagram for a particular material or system
[135]. A vibrating lattice can exhibit several different vibrational modes depending on the
composition of the material. Crystals with multiple atoms in the primitive unit cell exhibit two
unique phonon types: acoustic and optical phonons, which can exist with either transverse of
longitudinal oscillation(s). Acoustic phonons are in-phase oscillations of lattice atoms away from
their equilibrium position(s). In transverse acoustic modes, the oscillations are in the direction of
propagation, some atoms will be nearer and some further from each other, analogous to a sound
wave propagating through air [136]. Alternatively, transverse acoustic modes arise when the
oscillations in a lattice are perpendicular to the direction of propagation, analogous to waves in an
anchored string [136]. Longitudinal and transverse acoustic modes are commonly abbreviated as
LA and TA, respectively. On the other hand, optical phonons are out-of-phase atomic
displacements, such as one lattice atom moving to the left, while an adjacent atom moves to the
right, and tends to only occur when a lattice contains at least two unique atoms. The term “optical”
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is used to describe these phonon modes due to the behavior of ionic crystals (i.e., NaCl).
Fluctuations in atomic displacement result in the generation of an electrical dipole coupled to the
electromagnetic field [137]. This enables optical phonons to be excited at longer wavelengths in
the infrared regime, and results in non-zero frequencies at the Brillouin zone center, contrary to
acoustic phonons approaching zero here. Similar to acoustic phonons, optical phonons are
designated as longitudinal or transverse and are abbreviated as LO and TO, respectively.
In a vibrating crystal lattice, the connection between vibrational frequency and wavevector,
𝜔 = 𝜔(𝑘), is called a dispersion relation. Dispersion relations describe how dispersion effects the
propagation of waves in a medium and is defined as the momentum dependence of vibrational
frequencies, 𝜔(𝑘, 𝑗), for all branches and directions in a crystal, where the number of branches is
defined by the degrees of freedom in the primitive unit cell [137], [138]. In principle, complete
phonon dispersion relations can be measured using inelastic X-ray or neutron scattering, some
using infrared absorption or Raman scattering techniques [137], [138]. Different types of crystals
may generate different dispersion relations. For example, in nonmetallic crystals with appreciable
symmetry, infrared absorption enables one to observe a splitting of LO and TO components with
unique frequencies. However, this splitting phenomenon doesn’t arise in metallic crystals, while
in molecular crystals, lattice vibrations are typically locally confined, resulting in an effectively
flat dispersion curve [139]. Figure 2.16 provides a detailed look at the typical phonon dispersion
relations in bulk Si [135].
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Figure 2.16: Phonon dispersion curve for bulk Si with simulated (solid line) and experimental neutron scattering data
(dots) [135].

Overall, Raman scattering is a weak process, such that few photons are effectively scattered
but the sensitivity of the Raman technique can be improved. Detection can be enhanced by at least
an order of magnitude by irradiating the sample with a laser tuned to a wavelength at or very near
the absorption wavelength of the sample, deeming it Resonance Raman Spectroscopy [135].
Further understanding of this enhancement led to an even more sensitive technique known as
Surface Enhanced Resonance Raman Spectroscopy, also known as SERS or SERRS. This
technique involves adsorbing special moieties on a roughened surface, often metals like gold,
silver, or copper, or using specialized nanostructures to increase the sensitivity of the Raman
measurement by orders of magnitude. The mechanism of action of SERS isn’t fully understood
but has been narrowed down to two likely explanations. The electromagnetic theory describes the
Raman enhancement via increases in the electric field at the sample surface, ultimately due to
localized surface plasmons. When light interacts with the sample surface, these plasmons are
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excited and begin to oscillate at a given frequency. The field enhancement is at its greatest when
the plasmon frequency is in resonance with the incident radiation. A rougher surface is typically
used because it helps ensure that the plasmon oscillations are perpendicular to the sample surface;
parallel oscillations would not yield any scattering [136]. The chemical theory describes the
formation of charge transfer complexes. Intermolecular and intramolecular charge transfer events
greatly contribute to Raman peak intensity. This Raman enhancement is dominant in SERS for
moieties on small nanoclusters with considerably wide band gaps. This theory likely works in
concert with the electromagnetic theory for metals [137], [138].
Depending on the sample, the use of a photon source, typically a laser, tuned to a specific
wavelength may provide even further measurement sensitivity. For example, organic and
biological samples are likely to exhibit high levels of fluorescence, so the use of a laser in the
green region (532 nm) is likely to promote this fluorescence, drowning out any background Raman
detection. The use of a laser in the red (635 nm) or near-infrared (NIR; 785 nm) may mitigate this.
This lower energy excitation may prevent the electronic transition that results in fluorescence,
enhancing the detection of the underlying Raman scattering. Often, multiple wavelengths are used
to examine a fuller spectrum of possible scattering events and electronic or photonic emissions
[127].
The development of the Raman microscope in 1976 further enhanced detection limits and
allows chemists and physicists to finely tune their systems for the best results based on the sample
of interest [139]. Figure 2.17 shows a schematic of a typical Raman system [140].
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Figure 2.17: Schematic diagram of a typical Raman system [140].

In chemistry, Raman spectroscopy is used to identify molecular structures and characterize atomic
and molecular bonds. Vibrational energies are specific to the bonding and symmetry of a molecule,
resulting in specific Raman spectra, as shown in Figure 2.18 for porous Si and crystalline Si, for
comparison [141], providing a fingerprint that can be used to identify different species. Raman
and IR spectroscopy are used frequently in
biology and medicine to probe various
things,

including

interactions,

enzyme-substrate

tissue

imaging,

and

identification of potential drug targets,
among other things [142] – [144]. In solidstate physics and nanotechnology, Raman
spectroscopy
materials,

is
and

used
can

to

characterize

provide

the

Figure 2.18: A Raman spectrum of a thick, luminescent, porous
Si film compared to that of crystalline Si [141].
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crystallographic orientation of a lattice structure based on vibrational modes [141], [145].
Nanostructure morphologies can also be identified. Characteristic phonon modes in solids can also
be established by comparing the ratio of Stokes to anti-Stokes scattering intensity. This provides
information on the populations of each detectable phonon mode, providing a molecule specific
fingerprint for a sample of interest [146].

2.5 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy
Photoluminescence (PL) is the emission of light from any source of matter after exposure
to electromagnetic radiation. It is one of several forms of luminescence and occurs following a
photoexcitation process. Photoexcitation promotes electrons in a material into permissible excited
states. When these electrons relax and return to their equilibrium states, the energy difference
between the excited state and equilibrium state is released. This energy release may be radiative
in the case of photon emission of a specific energy, or non-radiative, which don’t involve the
emission of any light [147]. Time periods between absorption and emission can range from very
short, in the femtosecond regime for free-carrier plasma in inorganic semiconductors [148], to
milliseconds for phosphorescent emission in some molecular systems. If photoluminescence is
observed at a particular energy, this can serve as an indication of electron excitation and relaxation
from an excited state associated with this transition energy value.
Photoluminescence events can be classified by several parameters including temperature,
as previously discussed in Chapter 1, and energy of the incident photon respective to the emission
energy. Resonant radiation describes a situation where photons of a specific wavelength are
absorbed and re-emitted with equivalent energy. This is also called resonance fluorescence.
Solutions and gas phase resonant radiation involve electrons, but do not involve significant energy
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transitions between absorption and emission. For inorganic semiconductors that form an electronic
band structure, secondary can contain both coherent portions, such as resonant Rayleigh
Scattering, and incoherent, including inelastic modes where some auxiliary energy loss may occur.
Losses from the latter may involve the radiative recombination of electron-hole pairs also called
excitons [148], [149].
Other photoluminescent processes may occur when a material experiences internal energy
transitions prior to emission of any absorbed electromagnetic radiation. Fluorescence occurs when
a material absorbs incident radiation, exciting and promoting electrons to higher energy levels,
prior to relaxation and emission of radiation, typically as light, at an energy equivalent to the
energy difference between the excited state and equilibrium state energies. Fluorescence processes
occur very rapidly, and often involve energy loss from the incident photon relative to the emitted
photon, resulting in a red shift, which is demonstrated by the Jablonski diagram in Figure 2.14
[133]. Phosphorescence involves absorption of incident photons, exciting electrons to higher
energy levels. At this point, electrons undergo intersystem crossing, a non-radiative process that
involves a transition between electronic states. Here they enter a triplet state, with a quantum
number s=1, allowing for values of the spin component m = -1, 0, 1. Once an excited electron
s

reaches this state, it is extremely difficult for the electron to relax back to singlet state energies, so
this occurs very slowly compared to other forms of photoluminescence and can last up to minutes
or hours. This is the operating mechanism behind glow-in-the-dark products and materials [150].
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Photoluminescence

spectroscopy

uses

these

physical principles to detect the energetic
transitions in various materials and samples. A
schematic diagram of a typical photoluminescence
experiment is shown in Figure 2.19 [151]. A
photon source is selected at a specific wavelength
by a monochromator, or with a single-wavelength
laser beam. The beam then interacts with the
sample, emitting photons in altered or unaltered
forms. Luminescence is observed by a CCD
Figure 2.19: A schematic diagram of a typical
photoluminescence system [151].

detector through a second monochromator based

on the emitted wavelength and energy of the emission(s). After detection, a computer program can
generate an emission spectrum that can reveal information about the energetic transitions that
occurred during excitation and relaxation, and thus about the elemental and chemical composition
of a sample.
Photoluminescence spectroscopy is a useful technique for characterizing and probing
properties of direct band gap semiconductors. Indirect gap semiconductors do not typically
luminesce but dissipate energy thermally during relaxation events. In many of these experiments,
a semiconductor is excited by a light source with photons having a larger energy value than that
of the material band gap. The subsequent excitation response can be described by the
semiconductor Bloch equations [152]. Following absorption events, electrons form in the
conductance band, while holes form in the valence band. Eventually, energy and momentum
relaxation occur toward the minimum band gap energy.
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Figure 2.20: Photoluminescence spectrum generated for ZnO nanowires grown using a microemulsion hydrothermal
growth process [154].

Relaxation typically involves coulombic scattering and phonon interactions. Eventually, the
electrons and holes undergo radiative recombination, resulting in the emission of photons that are
altered compared to their incident form(s), allowing for unique detection based on the material of
choice.
Ideally, semiconductors are treated as many-body systems, and thus interactions between
charge carriers in the crystal and lattice vibrations must be accounted for as well as light-matter
interactions. Photoluminescent properties can be altered by internal electric fields and dielectric
environments. These parameters are accounted for and can be described using the semiconductor
luminescence equations [153]. A photoluminescence emission spectrum is shown in Figure 2.20
for hydrothermally grown zinc oxide (ZnO) nanowires, a known wide band gap semiconductor,
with a band gap energy of 3.37 eV [154].
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Overall, the principles that govern photoluminescence spectroscopy can be applied to
similar operational principles as other absorption-emission techniques. Many of these techniques
can be used in conjunction with one another, most notably, using photoluminescence to generate
spectra using a Raman instrument. The synergy amongst many devices that detect absorptionemission events increases the versatility of many instruments, allowing for increased workflow
and efficiency in generating and analyzing experimental results.

2.6 Atomic Layer Deposition
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a vapor phase technique capable of depositing a variety
of thin film materials with Å-level thickness control [155]. As size requirements for devices
become smaller and structures become more complex, ALD has some advantages over alternative
deposition techniques, including physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). The conformality and control over thickness and composition allowed by ALD has proven
to be a valuable tool in developing next generation microelectronics.
ALD was popularized as atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) in 1977 when zinc sulfide (ZnS) was
used for flat panel displays in for electroluminescent displays [156]. Over time, metals and metal
oxide ALE techniques were developed, many of which were deposited conformally instead of
epitaxially, leading to the adaptation of the more general name, ALD. Many of these techniques
were adapted from CVD techniques. However, in contrast to CVD, ALD processes function via
alternating exposure of precursor chemicals that react to form a specific material film, with a
known thickness, often at considerably lower temperatures [157], reducing precursor
decomposition risks, and warm-up and cool-down times.
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Figure 2.21: Schematic diagram of a standard ALD process. (a-b) Functionalized substrate; precursor A pulsed and reacts
with substrate surface. (c) Precursor A excess and reaction byproducts are purged with an inert carrier gas. (d) Precursor
B pulsed and reacts with substrate surface. (e) Precursor B excess and reaction byproducts purged with and inert carrier
gas. (f) steps (b) through (e) repeated until desired thickness is reached [158].

A typical ALD process is shown in Figure 2.21 [158], consisting of periodic pulses of
alternating precursor gases that react with the sample surface. The reactions that take place
between each precursor and the sample are known as “half-reactions” and each half-reaction is
needed for a successful ALD run. The required precursor gas, typically water vapor for metal
oxides, is pumped into the reaction chamber under vacuum and allowed to react with the sample
for a specified amount of time. Each half-reaction is a self-limiting process that deposits no more
than one monolayer at the surface for each cycle. Any unreacted precursors and byproducts are
then removed when the chamber is purged with an inert carrier gas like N2 or Ar. A second
precursor, often a metal organic compound for metals and metal oxides, is then pulsed and purged
in the chamber, allowing the second precursor to react with the surface functionalized by the initial
precursor, forming up to one monolayer of the desired thin film material [158]. This precursor
pulse-purge process is then repeated for any number of cycles depending on the desired thickness
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of the final film. These deposition processes are operated at fairly low temperatures (≤ 350°C); the
temperature range where thin film growth is maximized is known as the “ALD temperature
window,” and is dependent upon the precursors used and the final film material. If the operational
temperature during deposition is outside the limits of this window, poor growth rates and nonALD deposition may occur [159]. These results are attributed to several effects, including slow
reaction kinetics, precursor condensation (at low temperature), and thermal decomposition or
desorption of the precursor (high temperature). It is key to operate within the temperature window
specified for whatever film material is desired.
The advantages that ALD provides over other deposition techniques all result from the
controllability of ALD. The sequential, self-limiting, gas-surface reaction control enables full
control of the deposition process. ALD films are highly conformal, such is a critical advantage
over techniques like CVD or sputtering. Even high-aspect ratio and 3D structures can be evenly
coated in as little as one monolayer of a film material [158], [159]. The self-limiting nature of
ALD enables this; given enough pulse time, precursors can be well-distributed into deep trenches,
enabling film deposition on all surfaces. If
enough cycles are used, high-aspect ratio
structures can be evenly coated on all surfaces
with any desired thickness. An example of this is
clearly shown in Figure 2.22 [160]. The thickness
control of ALD deposited films is advantageous.
By depositing films monolayer by monolayer
each cycle, their thicknesses can be controlled
simply through the umber of cycles used during

Figure 2.22: Cross-sectional SEM image of Ge2Sb2Te5 film
deep in trenches deposited via ALD; the ALD film is seen as
the thin region around the pillars that appears brighter than
the SiO2 substrate [160].
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the deposition process. Growth rates for several ALD-compatible materials have been established,
with a typical growth rate of ≤1 Å/cycle [158]. In addition to thickness control and morphological
control of ALD thin films, compositional control is another major advantage of this technique.
Common ALD films include alumina (Al2O3), titanium dioxide (TiO2), hafnium oxide (HfO2), and
zinc oxide (ZnO), among others [155], [158] – [161]. These films typically require a simpler cycle
recipe involving multiple pulse-purge cycles of two precursor gases, but more compositionally
complicated films have also been realized. These so called “super cycles” involve pulse-purge
cycles of multiple metal-containing precursors to form ternary and quaternary ALD films such as
zinc tin oxide (ZTO) and SrTiO3, among others [159]. By adjusting ratios of tin oxide (SnOx) and
ZnO precursors during the deposition process, ZTO films with unique electrical and optical
properties can be generated [162]. A similar process is used for SrCO3 and TiO2 to generate SrTiO3
films, with non-1:1 cycle ratios producing 1:1 Sr:Ti atomic ratios in deposited films [163].
The catalogue of materials grown by ALD is large. Included in these materials are
conductors (metals), insulators, and semiconductors of varying elemental composition in both
amorphous and crystalline phases [158], [164], [165]. Most commonly deposited materials include
oxides, nitrides, sulfides, and pure elements. The primary factor limiting a material’s viability in
ALD is the existence of well-understood reaction pathways between reactants. As previously
mentioned, ALD processes are ideally run using precursors that undergo self-limiting, or selfsaturating, reactions. Reactants and counter-reactants should be available or capable of being
synthesized and should be volatile to the point that it enters a gaseous phase at room temperature
or with light heating. However, the volatile precursors should not decompose when heated to ALD
operating temperatures until it has reacted irreversibly with the sample surface. Two main groups
of reactants are used: metal organic and inorganic. Metal organic precursors include alkyls,
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alkoxides, amides, silyls, amidinates, cyclopentadienyls, and beta-diketonates, and inorganic
precursors include metal halides and pure elements [159], [165], [166]. A number of counterreactants are viable with metal reactants, including H2O, ozone (O3), oxygen (O2), H2O2, and
plasma-generated radical oxygen (O•) [166], [167]. Ozone and radical oxygen are extremely
reactive species; they can be used for low temperature deposition, but they are more likely to
generate an undesirable oxidized substrate surface. H2O is the most common counter-reactant for
oxide growth, while nitrides and sulfides are grown using other forms of hydrides like NH3 or H2S
[164], [166]. These counter-reactants are less reactive with the sample surface and can operate at
higher temperatures without assuming the risk of decomposition. Materials grown via ALD, and
viable reactant groups are summarized in table 2.2 and 2.3, respectively [158] – [167].

Table 2.2: Materials Grown via ALD [158] – [167]

Elements

Oxides

Nitrides

Sulfides

C, Al, Si, Ti, Fe, Co, Ni,

Li, Be, Mg, Al, Si, P,

B, Al, Si, Ti, Cu, Ga, Zr,

Ca, Ti, Mn, Cu, Zn, Sr,

Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge, Mo, Ru,

Ca, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn,

Nb, Mo, In, Hf, Ta, W

Y, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Ba,

Rh, Pd, Ag, Ta, W, Os,

Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga,

Ir, Pt

Ge, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Ru,

La, W

Rh, Pd, In, Sn, Sb, Ba,
La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu,
Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm,
Yb, Lu, Hf, W, Ir, Pt,
Pb, Bi
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Table 2.3: Possible reactant groups for ALD processes [158] – [167]

Elements

Halides

Alkyls

Cyclopentadienyls

Beta-diketonates

Mg, Mn, Zn, Ga,

B, C, Ti, V, Cr,

Be, Al, Si, Zn,

Mg, Sc, Ni, Sr, Y, Zr, Ru,

Mg, Ca, Sc, V,

Cd, In, Sn

Mn, Cu, Zn, Ga,

Ga, Ge, Cd, In,

Lu, Os, Pt

Cr, Mn, Fe, Co,

Ge, Zr, Nb, Mo,

Sn, Hg

Ni, Cu, Ga, Sr, Y,

Cd, In, Sn, Sb,

Zr, Ru, Pd, In, Ba,

Hf, Ta, W, Pb

La, Ce, Nd, Sm,
Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy,
Ho, Er, Tm, Ir, Pt,
Pb

2.7 Integrating Sphere UV-VIS Spectrophotometry
Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy refers to absorption or reflectance spectroscopy in part
of the UV the full visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. The instrument employed to
perform these measurements is a UV-Vis spectrophotometer. This instrument measures the
intensity of light after passing through or bouncing off a sample (I) and compares this to the initial
intensity (I0). The ratio of I/I0 represents the transmittance of the sample, represented as a percent.
Incident light cannot always pass through the sample to a detector, and such is reflected and
scattered by the sample in multiple directions, making direct transmittance measurements difficult
[168]. In order to collect and analyze all of the scattered light, a unique UV-Vis configuration is
used, known as an integrating sphere.
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Figure 2.23: Schematic diagram of a diffuse reflectance measurement using an integrating sphere UV-Vis
spectrophotometer [169].

Integrating spheres have an inner wall coated with a highly reflective material, such as barium
sulfate (BaSO4), allowing light to be scattered uniformly and collected. For opaque samples,
reflectance measurements are made simpler by the integrating sphere configuration. Figure 2.23
illustrates a typical integrating sphere setup for reflectance measurements [169]. After correcting
the reflectance baseline using a standard sample (e.g., flat Barium sulfate disk), the experimental
sample is placed in the same position as the standard sample and is irradiated by a preset light
source. This type of reflectance measurement is called “relative reflectance” because reflectance
of the sample is collected in contrast to the baseline corrected reflectance of the standard sample.
Two types of reflectance measurements can be made: diffuse and total reflectance, each with a
unique configuration within the instrument. For diffuse reflectance measurements, the incident
light source is positioned such that it irradiates the sample from a normal (0°) angle, shown in
Figure 2.23 [169]. Since the incident light strikes the surface of the sample straight on, any specular
reflectance components are not detected, as the light reflects directly back out of the aperture. For
total reflectance, however, the incident light strikes the sample surface at a slightly offset angle of
8°, shown in Figure 2.24 [169].
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Figure 2.24: Schematic diagram of a total reflectance measurement using an integrating sphere UV-Vis spectrophotometer
[169].

Here, the diffuse reflectance component is scattered and detected the same way as in a diffuse
reflectance configuration, and the specular component is also scattered and detected within the
integrating sphere allowing for a full reflectance spectrum to be generated. Light intensity using
an integrating sphere configuration is orders of magnitude lower than that of a standard UV-Vis
where light is measured via direct detection. Therefore, reflectance spectra may have more noise
if a small enough slit width is used. An integrating sphere configuration is ideal for situations
where absorbance, reflectance, and transmittance properties of translucent or opaque samples that
scatter light are used [168].
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Chapter 3: Micropillar Array Fabrication
Metal-assisted chemical etching (MacEtch) has been demonstrated to generate high aspectratio micro and nanostructures from Si and some binary and ternary III-V materials with a wide
range of morphologies, enabling their application in several fields. The realization of countless
unique micro and nanostructures through MacEtch can be strongly correlated to the morphology
of the gold film, as this defines the shape and lateral dimensions of the resulting structures. To
demonstrate this, we generated Si micropillar arrays via photolithography, followed by thermal
evaporation of a patterned, 10 nm Au film, and subsequent MacEtch.
In the manufacturing of integrated circuits, photolithography, also called optical
lithography, describes a set of techniques that produce finely patterned thin films on a substrate.
To realize this, a substrate (e.g., Si wafer) is coated in a photoreactive material known as
photoresist after a thorough RCA cleaning
process.

Through

spin

coating

of

the

photoresist, a smooth, flat layer of material is
deposited, after which the wafer undergoes a
pre-bake, typically at 90-100 °C, to remove
excess solvents from the coating process
[170]. Next, the coated wafer is exposed to
focused intense light that induces chemical
changes in the photoresist material that allow
parts of the photoresist to be removed by a
specified solution known as a developer,
analogous to photographic developer. In a

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram illustrating the process steps for
photolithography. When developed, positive photoresist is
rendered soluble in regions exposed to light; negative
photoresist is soluble in regions shielded from light [171].
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projection system, a fused quartz photomask, or
reticle, defines the areas of the photoresist-coated
substrate that are exposed to incident light. When
exposed, positive photoresist becomes soluble in the
developer solution, while unexposed regions are
soluble in negative photoresist, as illustrated in
Figure 3.1 [171]. Prior to development, however, a
Figure 3.2: (100) Si wafer after photoresist coating,
exposure, and development. Each single square contains
an array of 15 µm dots with pitches from 1 to 15 µm from
left to right.

second bake step is used, knows as a post-exposure
bake (PEB). This process enabled us to define an

array of 15 µm photoresist microdots on a Si wafer. Using an ASML 5x Stepper, lightly-doped, ntype, (100)-Si wafers were patterned with several arrays of microdots with pitches of 1 µm to 15
µm. A coated, exposed, and developed Si wafer is shown in Figure 3.2. To ensure that the
microdots were near the desired diameter and separation, we captured and measured several SEM
micrographs, seen in Figure 3.3. The diameter and pitch can be made more or less precise based
on energetic and optical parameters of the exposure system, as pitch is defined by the mask, and
diameter can be tuned through the exposure parameters. Focus is of high importance in successful
projection lithography. The position of the plane of best focus of the system is chosen relative to
some reference plane, such as the top surface of the photoresist or the substrate surface, along the
optical axis [170]. Much like in optical microscopy, deviations from the plane of best focus will
result in patterned features with low resolution.
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300 µm

300 µm

10 µm
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1.223 µm

12.410 µm

10 µm

300 µm

17.862 µm

10 µm

10 µm

Figure 3.3: (Top) Top-down, low-magnification SEM images of a (100) Si wafer after coating, exposure, and
development of a positive photoresist coating; numbers correspond to the expected microdot separation in each region.
(Bottom) Magnified SEM micrographs of the patterned microdots with measurements showing the actual microdot pitch
2
resulting from an exposure energy of 285 mJ/cm ; this dose is considered too high due to the amount of overexposure
seen in each region.

The dose, or exposure energy, defines the amount of energy per unit area that the
photoresist is subjected to upon exposure. If the exposure energy is too high or low, the dimensions
of each feature may be smaller or larger than defined by the photomask. Examples of this are
shown in Figure 3.3. For this substrate, an exposure energy of 285 mJ/cm2 was used. This proved
to be too high as overexposure was evident at each pitch across the microdot array, with the degree
of overexposure increasing as separation increased. However, very tight exposure limits were not
necessary for our features, as a slight deviation in diameter or separation would not compromise
the downstream results. Therefore, the exposure energy was optimized slightly, and we proceeded
with a value of 275 mJ/cm2.
Having successfully patterned our photoresist-coated wafers, we then proceeded to deposit
the MacEtch catalyst. Using evaporation deposition, a 10 nm-thick film of Au was deposited atop
the patterned wafers. Thermal evaporation deposition is a common technique for thin-film
deposition. The sample is placed in an evaporation chamber with a film source target (e.g., an Au
ingot or wire) held at vacuum levels typically on the order of 10-4 Pa; limits on the vacuum level
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result from spurious vapors from heat sources and other elements of the chamber [172], [173]. A
boat is resistively heated to the vaporization temperature characteristic to the source material (e.g.,
~1400 °C for Au) [173], and vaporized particles of the source material are deposited on the
substrate, analogous to the way boiled water in a covered pot will deposit on the lid. By depositing
an Au thin film on our patterned wafers, the film takes a unique morphology based on that of the
photoresist pattern. As a result, the catalyst was deposited on the regions around the patterned
microdots forming a complementary pattern where an Au grid with 15 µm wide holes with varying
pitch values was generated, shown in Figure 3.4 for several separation values.
The Au-coated Si wafer was prepared for MacEtch, and cleaved into several individual
square samples, each containing the full range of microdot pitches from 1 µm to 15 µm. The pilot
sample, shown prior to etching in Figure 3.4, was MacEtched in a “10-5-10” solution, that is, a
volumetric combination of 10 mL of 49% HF, 5 mL of 30% H2O2, and 10 mL of EtOH as a
surfactant. The sample was etched for a total of 60 minutes with no agitation, after which it was
removed, rinsed via 30 second dips in two separate distilled water baths, and lightly dried with an
air gun. SEM images of the as-etched sample are shown in Figure 3.5.
(a)

(c)

(b)

30 µm

30 µm

(d)

30 µm

30 µm

Figure 3.4: 45°-tilted SEM images of patterned (100) Si coated with a 10 nm Au film via evaporation deposition. Au
coated the substrate in regions between the microdots. From left to right: Microdot pitch is approximately (a) 1 µm,
(b) 5 µm, (c) 10 µm, and (d) 15 µm, respectively.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

30 µm

30 µm

(d)

30 µm

30 µm

Figure 3.5: SEM images of the patterned, Au-coated Si after a 60-minute MacEtch process in 10-5-10 solution. From
left to right, microdot pitch is approximately (a) 1 µm, (b) 5 µm, (c) 10 µm, and (d) 15 µm, respectively. Generation of
bundled, porous SiNWs between the microdots is improved as the pitch increases. Damaged film is present in each
view, particularly in the 1 and 5 µm views, is the remaining Au-film atop the sample after etching.

After etching, fields of bundled, porous, SiNWs were generated in the spaces between the
patterned microdots. The density of these SiNWs increased as pitch increased, simply due to
improved film adhesion in these wider, flatter regions, and improved MacEtch solution access all
around. While these as-etched structures may have promising applications of their own, the
presence of the dense field of nanowires was contrary to the desired final product. Ideally, these
nanowires are removed through physical, chemical, or a combination of such methods. As a result,
high aspect-ratio pillar structures are generated beneath the patterned dots, with exposed, open
spaces between them, to depths of up to 100 µm and beyond. Similar structures have shown
promise in light-trapping and micro and nanofluidic devices and sensors [16], [81]. Based on the
initial samples above, deep enough etching was necessary in order to generate nanostructures with
maximized surface area for CRISPR-CAS molecular attachment. Based on the MacEtch trend for
etch depth to increase with etch time, we opted to adjust the etching conditions to prioritize a
deeper, straighter etch profile. Using a 10-10-10 MacEtch solution, a series of longer etches were
carried out. MacEtch results are shown in Figure 3.6 for samples etched for 60 and 120 minutes,
with 5 µm, 10 µm, and 15 µm pitch values. These three pitch distances are chosen to represent
small, medium, and large separations between the as-etched micropillars.
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(a)

(b)

50 µm

(d)

(c)

50 µm

(e)

100 µm

50 µm

(f)

100 µm

100 µm

Figure 3.6: Cross-sectional SEM images of patterned, Au-coated Si after a 60-minute (above) or 120-minute (below)
MacEtch process in 10-10-10 solution. From left to right, microdot separation is approximately 5 µm, 10 µm, and 15
µm. For 60 minutes, etch depths from left to right were measured as (a) 117.09 µm, (b) 112.23 µm, (c) and 123.33 µm,
respectively. For 120 minutes, etch depths from left to right were measured as (d) 228.27 µm, (e) 229.66 µm, and (f)
244.37 µm, respectively.

The SEM results for these samples demonstrated increases in etch rate and overall etch depth
compared to the 10-5-10 solution samples in Figure 3.5. By doubling the volume of H2O2 in the
MacEtch solution while keeping all other solution parameters the same, we were not surprised to
see significant improvements in vertical etching for the 10-10-10 solution, as indicated by the high
etch depths and rates, for the same time and for double time as the initial samples. This is attributed
to the increased generation of mobile charges at the solution-metal interface thanks to the increased
concentration of oxidant in solution. An increase in mobile charge carriers that diffuse to the metalsubstrate interface facilitates more rapid oxidation and dissolution of substrate material, so long as
etchant (e.g., HF) concentration is sufficient [21], [36].
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Having reached depths over 200 µm, our concern
shifted toward clearing the as-etched SiNWs that filled
the spaces between the etched micropillars. Through
chemical and physical means, the clearance removal of
intermittent SiNWs was investigated. Solutions of
potassium

hydroxide

(KOH)

are

known

to

anisotropically etch Si. That is, different crystal planes
Figure 3.7: Cross-sectional SEM image of a trench
etched in (100) Si using a 32% (w/w) KOH solution
[174].

of Si will etch at different rates when submerged in a

KOH solution [174], [175]. For example, KOH etching a (100) Si wafer will expose (111) faces
at a 54.7° angle relative the substrate surface, shown clearly in Figure 3.7 [174]. Using well
established procedures, several KOH solutions of varying concentrations were prepared and tested
under varying conditions to test their capabilities for SiNW removal. A 5% KOH solution was
first prepared and used to etch two samples for a total of 120 minutes. However, to understand the
transformation of the etch, SEM images of the sample for a 10 µm pitch were collected after 5,
65, and 120 minutes, shown in Figure 3.8. From these we noticed that the clearance between
micropillars was poor, and peaked near 10 µm, relative to the top surface of the micropillars, even
after 120 minutes of etching. Additionally, the amount of damage and destruction to micropillars
due to the KOH etching increased with time.
(a)

(c)

(b)

100 µm

100 µm

100 µm

20 µm

Figure 3.8: Cross-sectional SEM image of MacEtched Si with 10 µm pitch after 5% KOH etch for: (a) 5, (b) 65, and
(c) 120 minutes; micropillar damage is significant in the foreground after 65 minutes. The enlarged region shows a
magnified region after 120 minutes of etching, showing poor intermittent SiNW clearance up to ~10 µm.
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Using this combination of poor SiNW clearance
and high amounts of damage to key structures, we
concluded that 5% KOH was too aggressive for this
purpose. Further support for this conclusion is
demonstrated in the complete and indiscriminate
removal of SiNWs and micropillars alike from the
second sample that was allowed to etch for the full
120 minutes in the 5% KOH solution, shown in

50 µm
Figure 3.9: Cross-sectional SEM images of MacEtched Si
after 120 minute 5% KOH etch. Micropillars and SiNWs
previously seen have been almost entirely removed.

Figure 3.9. By reducing the KOH concentration to 1%, and adding a small amount of physical
agitation via ultrasonication in methanol, improvements in intermittnet SiNW clearance was
observed. Figure 3.10 shows the results of a 20 minute etch in 1% KOH solution with
ultrasonication. Here we can clearly see space between the micropillars that resulted from SiNW
removal during etching. Clearance here reached 35 µm, compared to 10 µm on previous runs. To
then investigate the effect of the ultrasonication, we repeated the 1% KOH etch, but used timed
ultrasonication.
(a)

50 µm

15 µm

Figure 3.10: Cross-sectional SEM images of MacEtched Si with 8 µm pitch after 5% KOH etch for 20 minutes with
ultrasonication. Enlarged region shows extent of intermittent SiNW removal between micropillars. Scale bars represent
50 µm and 15 µm, respectively.
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The sample was submerged in 1% KOH for a
total etch time of 30 minutes; for the first 20
minutes, ultrasonication was applied, followed
by ultrasonication being turned off for the
remaining 10 minutes of the etch. The results
45 µm
Figure 3.11: Cross-sectional SEM images of MacEtched Si
w/10 µm pitch after 1% KOH etch for 30 minutes; 20 minutes
w/ultrasonication + 10 minutes w/out ultrasonication.

are shown in Figure 3.11. Characteristic of a
KOH etch are the visible spikes of Si that were
formed due to the anisotropic nature of the etch

process. A clearance depth of 35 µm with the timed sonication offered little improvement over
similar KOH etches with full sonication. Notably the micropillar sidewalls are significantly less
pitted and damaged, likely resulting from the pause in sonication after 20 minutes. This allowed
the micropillars to settle in place, reducing physical damage from movement, and allowing
consistent solution access to the sidewall regions. Despite seeing improvements in intermittent
SiNW clearance as the KOH solution was dropped from 5% to 1%, the likelihood of damaging
micropillars was still high, so we lowered the concentration even further and increased the etch
time significantly. In addition to this, we evaporation deposited a 3 nm-thick layer of titanium (Ti)
between the catalyst and substrate during processing. This layer acts as an adhesion layer, ensuring
proper contact and subsequent charge transfer between the catalyst and substrate [36], [175]. In
doing so, we intended to allow enough time for the thinner, more fragile intermittent SiNWs to be
etched to higher and higher depths without compromising the structural integrity of the catalyst
film. Results are seen in Figure 3.12.
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(a) Before KOH

(b) After KOH

45 µm

45 µm

Figure 3.12: SEM images of a patterned, Au-coated Si substrate w/10 µm pitch after (a) 60-minute MacEtch in 10-1010 solution, then after (b) an additional 90-minute etch in 0.1% KOH. Maximum clearance depth of 105 µm shown in
yellow.

After a low concentration KOH etch for an extended time, intermittent SiNW removal was further
improved, while micropillar integrity was still intact. Clearance depth was somewhat inconsistent
but reached significant depths up to nearly 105 µm in some areas. The solution was aggressive
enough to anisotropically etch the as-prepared Si features. The intermittent SiNWs are far thinner
and more fragile than the larger micropillars, allowing the SiNWs to experience extended exposure
to the 0.1% etching solution without significantly damaging the patterned structures.
The concept of cycling ultrasonication was also applied to the MacEtch and KOH steps
themselves. We investigated the effects of alternating timed MacEtch and low-concentration KOH
steps on the etch profiles and intermittent SiNW removal of several Si samples using a patterned,
12 nm Ti-Au bilayer film (e.g., 10 nm of Au on top of 3 nm of Ti and the Si substrate). Separate
samples were initially MacEtched for 30 or 45 minutes in a 10-10-10 (HF-H2O2-EtOH) solution,
followed by a 30-minute KOH etch. The sample MacEtched for 30 minutes was KOH etched in a
0.1% solution, while the sample MacEtched for 45-minutes was KOH etched in 0.15% solution,
with the aim of slightly improving SiNW clearance. Each sample was then subjected to a series of
alternating MacEtch and KOH steps: 30-minute MacEtch, 30-minute KOH etch, 30-minute
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MacEtch, final 30-minute KOH etch. Fresh solutions were used for each etch step, and samples
were rinsed with deionized water and imaged between etch steps. The total time for MacEtch and
KOH etches throughout the process were 105 minutes and 90 minutes, respectively. Results from
each step are captured in Figure 3.13. The sample initially MacEtched for 30 minutes showed a
decreased overall etch depth of 49.751 µm compared to 103.262 µm for the 45-minute etched
sample, as expected due to the shorter initial MacEtch duration. This same sample showed a poorer
initial clearance depth of intermittent SiNWs of 19.749 µm compared to 36.217 µm for the 45minute etched sample. Again, this was expected for this step due to the increased density of
weakened porous SiNWs between micropillars, for the sample that underwent a longer initial
MacEtch step.
(a)

(b)

30 µm

(f)

(c)

30 µm

30 µm

30 µm

(g)

(d)

(h)

30 µm

(e)

30 µm

(i)

30 µm

30 µm

(j)

30 µm

30 µm

Figure 3.13: Cross-sectional SEM images of a Si sample w/10 µm separation subjected to a series of MacEtch and KOH
nd
nd
etch steps as follows: After 30 or 45-minute MacEtch (a – e) + 30-minute KOH etch, 2 30-minute MacEtch, 2 30-minute
rd
rd
KOH etch, 3 MacEtch, 3 KOH etch (f – j). The steps show the transformation of the etch profile and SiNW clearance as
each etch is carried out. The arrow shows the flow of time from the initial to final etch steps.
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Table 3.1.: Summary of etch depth (ED) and SiNW clearance depth (CD) after several phases of MacEtch-KOH etch cycling

Initial Etch

Initial Etch

After 2nd 30-

After 2nd 30-

After 3rd 30-

After final

Time (min)

Depth and

minute

minute KOH

minute

KOH Etch

Clearance

MacEtch

Etch

MacEtch

ED: 49.751

ED: 66.209

ED: 68.032

ED: 188.691

ED: 189.117

CD: 19.749

CD: 30.756

CD: 37.833

CD: 44.695

CD: 51.655

ED: 103.262

ED: 113.404

ED: 121.729

ED: 122.642

ED: 123.006

CD: 36.217

CD: 53.601

CD: 90.221

CD: 101.820

CD: 102.887

Depth (µm)
30

45

After each etch step, the etch depth and clearance depth were measured, these values are
summarized in Table 3.1. It is clearly indicated that by using a longer initial MacEtch step, we
reach improved clearance depths of intermittent SiNWs, while we reached improved overall etch
depths with poorer SiNW clearance when we used a shorter initial MacEtch step. As more cycles
of MacEtch and KOH etching are performed, the catalyst film breaks apart. These smaller catalyst
particles are no longer self-anchored, resulting in detouring and etching of off-metal regions. This
explains the deviation from vertical etching seen after each etch step was performed. While tradeoffs exist between using a longer or shorter initial MacEtch step, the variations seen with just
minor adjustments to etch time and solution composition indicate the versatility of the MacEtch
process to generate micro and nanostructures in effectively any shape or size. Having optimized
effective MacEtch and KOH solution compositions and reaching significant intermittent SiNW
clearance via a multi-step, etch cycling process, we wanted to reach similar clearance depths using
a single iteration of the MacEtch/KOH etch cycle. Separate patterned, Ti-Au-coated Si samples
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underwent 30-minute MacEtch processes in a 10-10-10 solution. After, each sample was KOH
etched for one of four times: 2 hours, 4 hours, 8 hours, and 16 hours. Results are displayed in
Figure 3.14 on the following page. Intermittent SiNW clearance depths are comparable for both
the 2 and 4-hour samples, but the clearance is highly uniform and spans much of the etched depth.
With clearance depths of approximately 70 µm for either pitch distance, in conjunction with etch
depths in the same region, long, low concentration KOH etches offer the highest clearance
percentage of generated intermittent SiNWs with only minor pitting to micropillar sidewalls.
Ideally, using low-concentration, long duration KOH etches yields similar results at even greater
etch depths, enabling us to fine-tune nano and microstructures based on desired specifications or
application.
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(a) t = 2 hours
Separation = 5 µm

(b) t = 2 hours
Separation = 10 µm

1 µm
(c) t = 4 hours
Separation = 5 µm

1 µm
(d) t = 4 hours
Separation = 10 µm

1 µm
(e) t = 8 hours

1 µm
(f) t = 16 hours

1 µm

1 µm

Figure 3.14: Cross-sectional SEM images of Si samples that underwent a 30-minute MacEtch in a 10-10-10 solution,
and a 0.1% KOH etch for: (a, b) 2 hours, (c, d) 4 hours, (e) 8 hours, or (f) 16 hours. Micropillar separation values are
5 µm (left) and 10 µm (right), excluding the bottom row. Intermittent SiNW clearance is comparable for the 2 and 4hour samples, while the samples etched for 8 and 16 hours are completely destroyed.
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Chapter 4: Porous Silicon Nanowire Array Fabrication and Characterization
In this chapter, the processes for generating and characterizing aperiodic, porous silicon
nanowire arrays will be specifically detailed. The deposition and characterization of the catalyst
thin film necessary for successful MacEtch is discussed prior to describing variations in MacEtch
parameters and their effects on the top-down and cross-sectional morphology of the resultant
porous SiNW structures. Then, the atomic layer deposition of alumina and hafnia thin films upon
our SiNW arrays is detailed. The morphology of the as-coated SiNW is shown prior to
comparisons between the photoluminescence response of as-prepared, uncoated SiNW and thin
film coated SiNW indicating the advantages of thin film passivation of our SiNW structures.

4.1 Fabrication of Porous Silicon Nanowire Arrays
Up to this point, our focus centered on fabricating ultradeep, periodic micropillar arrays.
However, we also focused on optimizing a fabrication process to generate arrays of high-aspect
ratio, porous SiNW bundles with enhanced optical properties. A process flowchart describes this
process below:

n/a
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A tremendous amount of effort has been exerted
across several scientific disciplines to optimize
the fabrication of porous Si nanowires (SiNWs)
for various applications [176]. Due to the unique
optical properties of porous SiNWs, related to
surface state and quantum confinement effects
10 µm
Figure 4.1: Cross-sectional SEM image of as-prepared Porous
SiNWs generated via a two-step process consisting of film
sputtering and MacEtch at room temperature. The asprepared NWs exhibited visible PL at room temperature.

[56], [177], [178], there has been a great focus
on generating high-aspect ratio porous SiNWs
with diameters and pore dimensions between

~10 – 100 nm, a realm small enough to enhance the confinement of charge carriers [74], [179],
[180]. Here, we describe the fabrication of porous SiNW arrays using a simple two-step process
at room temperature. By depositing thin, noble metal catalyst films on Si substrates, we generated
dense fields of porous SiNWs with varying lengths that exhibited visible photoluminescence (PL)
at room temperature, contrary to the lack thereof for bulk Si [56], [180]. Examples of the asprepared SiNWs are shown in Figure 4.1. While individual SiNWs were observed, most were not
standalone wires but instead, the SiNWs appeared to bend and bundle at the top forming a sort of
nanowall array. The bending of nanowires was a product of electrostatic interactions between
individual nanowires, and the surface tension of the etching solution acting on adjacent nanowires.
These forces were simultaneously accounted for when the overall elastocapillary, or bending, force
required upon to cause bundling was calculated using Equation 4.1 [181]:
% & '( &

𝐹!"#$ = # & $ #)! $

(4.1)

Where E is the Young’s modulus of the nanowire, I is the second area moment of the nanowire
cross-section, and L is the length of the nanowire, represented by the overall etch depth. Using this
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equation, force results are displayed in Table 4.1, with corresponding SEM images in Figure 4.2.
As expected, etch depth increases with time. Additionally, as the etch depth, thus the SiNW length,
increases, the bending force experienced by each nanowire to cause bundling decreases.
Confirming the observation that bundling typically increases as etch depth increases because
longer nanowires are granted increased freedom of movement from tip to base as a result of the
elastocapillary forces acting upon them as they dry. For MacEtch to proceed, Si substrates were
coated with a thin film catalyst film composed of an Au-Pd alloy via benchtop sputtering in argon
(Ar). Several catalyst films with varying thicknesses were deposited and characterized via atomic
force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to establish a film deposition
rate and to understand the morphology of the film prior to etching.
(a1)

(b1)

6 µm

6 µm

(a2)

(c1)

(b2)

6 µm

(d1)

6 µm

(c2)

6 µm

6 µm

(d2)

6 µm

6 µm

Figure 4.2: (a1 – d1) Top-down and cross-sectional (a2 – d2) SEM images of as-prepared porous SiNWs after a
MacEtch duration of (a) 2.5 min, (b) 5 min, (c) 10 min, and (d) 40 min. (Bottom) Table 4.1 showing etch time, etch
depth, and corresponding bending force values.
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Additionally, understanding the morphology of the film helps us predict the resulting micro and
nanostructures after MacEtch. Si substrates were cleaned using a series of 30-second baths in
acetone, methanol, and isopropyl alcohol, with distilled water rinses between each cleaning step
to remove organic contaminants. After, native oxides were removed using 60-second buffered
oxide etch (BOE) baths. Longer BOE baths have been shown to lightly etch Si, so care was taken
to time each bath [182]. Cleaned substrates were then coated with an Au-Pd alloy film via Arplasma sputtering for various times from 30 s to 240 s in 30 s intervals. After deposition, each
coated sample was etched in a MacEtch solution.
Dynamic AFM and SEM techniques were used to establish an understanding of the
morphology and integrity of films deposited using this technique, and their effects on the etch
results. Figure 4.3 shows several samples after sputtering and a 15-minute MacEtch in solutions
composed of either 10 mL HF, 1 mL H2O2, and 10 mL EtOH (i.e., 10-1-10) or 10 mL HF, 2.5 mL
H2O2, and 10 mL EtOH (i.e., 10-2.5-10). The SEM images clearly show significant delamination
of the catalyst film occurred during etching in some samples when thicker films were used, or the
sample was etched in the 10-2.5-10 solution. For the samples etched in 10-1-10 solution,
delamination only occurred when the sputtering duration was 240 s, with small amounts of
delamination seen when the 120 s sputtered film was etched. No delamination was observed for
samples etched after 30 s and 60 s sputtering durations. Alternatively, for the 10-2.5-10 solution,
significant film delamination occurred for samples etched with films sputtered for 120 s and 240
s. Minor delamination was seen in 60 s sputtered sample, and no delamination was seen in the 30
s sputtered sample.
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(a)

(b)

30 µm
(e)

(c)

13 µm
(f)

15 µm

(d)

13 µm
(g)

15 µm

10 µm
(h)

50 µm

15 µm

Figure 4.3: 45-degree tilted SEM images of several AuPd-coated Si substrates after MacEtch in 10-1-10 (a-d) or 102.5-10 (e-h) solution. Prior to etching, each sample was sputter coated for 30 s (a, e), 60 s (b, f), 120 s (c, g), or 240 s
(d, h). Higher degrees of delamination are clearly seen as sputtering time and oxidant concentration increases.

The integrity of the film and the tendency for the film to break up or delaminate during etching
presents a barrier to the procession of MacEtch as a clean, intimate contact between film and
substrate is necessary for optimized etch results. The degree of delamination increased as oxidant
concentration and sputtering time increased, with the harshest conditions being those for the 240
s sputtered sample etched in 10-2.5-10 solution. In the case of oxidant effects, it has been
established that as oxidant concentration increases, mobile charge carrier generation also
increases, often to the point where charge carriers at the metal-substrate interface can diffuse to
off-metal regions and sidewalls [39]. Additionally, higher oxidant concentrations typically
promote more aggressive etching, resulting in a higher volume of hydrogen gas generation [176].
As a result of this increased off-gassing, the film was physically ripped from the substrate as gas
bubbles travelled to the surface of the solution, with an increased likelihood after longer etch times
due to the tendency of thin films to break apart during etching [86].
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30 s

Au-Pd

60 s

120

240

480

Si

Figure 4.4: (Top) AFM scans of several samples coated with Au-Pd for 30 s, 60 s, 120 s, 240 s, and 480 s from left to
right. Several line scans were collected across the bare Si-film border; the data is displayed (bottom) as a plot
comparing film thickness as a function of sputtering time. The slope represents a deposition rate of ~0.3 Å per second.

From this we concluded that etching in solutions containing 1 mL of H2O2, or less, mitigated
delamination and was preferred to more aggressive solutions. However, this only partially explains
why films of different thicknesses showed different degrees of delamination.
To further understand the morphology of the film and to choose the best conditions for
sputtering and etching, we established a sputtering deposition rate based on several substrates
coated using the same time interval series as previously noted, with an additional sample sputtered
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for 480 s to extend the dataset. Samples were prepared by covering half of the sample with a thin
layer of clear-coat masking polymer layer prior to deposition, followed by a short acetone bath to
remove the polymer layer. Doing this enabled us to have a clear, linear border between the bare Si
substrate, and the region coated with Au-Pd. Using AFM in a dynamic, tapping operational mode,
several line scans were collected across this border, and were used to generate a plot comparing
sputtering time with film thickness, shown in Figure 4.4. Scanning across the border between bare
Si and Au-Pd coated regions demonstrated a near linear trend (R2 = 0.9878) suggesting that film
thickness increases with sputtering time, as expected. Additionally, this enabled us to generate a
sputtered film deposition rate of ~0.3 Å/s. Ultimately, we proceeded with a thinner, 10 nm Au-Pd
film for porous SiNW fabrication due to the overall film integrity and lack of delamination,
successful vertical etching of bulk, n-type, (100)-Si into an array of porous SiNWs, and the
increased etch rate associated with films, for more rapid process throughput. We were now capable
of controllably depositing Au-Pd thin films of any desired thickness, allowing for tunability in the
overall morphology of the film for generating unique micro and nanostructures with MacEtch. A
prime example of as-prepared, bundled, porous SiNW arrays is shown in Figure 4.5 after a 30 s
sputter step and a 10-1-10-15’ MacEtch step.
(a1) Top-Down

13
13µm
µm

(a2) 45°-Tilted

30
30µm
µm

(a3) Cross-Sectional

10
10 µm
µm

Figure 4.5: (a1) Top-down, (a2) 45°-tilted, and (a3) cross-sectional SEM views of a sample after 10-1-10-15’ MacEtch
with an optimized 10 nm Au:Pd catalyst film deposited via sputtering.
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4.2 Characterization of Porous Silicon Nanowire Arrays
Recently, significant effort has been dedicated to understanding and controlling the optical
properties of porous silicon nanowires (SiNWs) due to their special applications in optoelectronics,
renewable energy, and sensing technologies [86], [183]. It has been established that dense arrays
of porous SiNWs generated via MacEtch exhibit room temperature photoluminescence (PL),
likely related to the degree of porosity [43], [56], [178], [180]. Additionally, due to the low stability
of SiNW PL, passivation techniques have been used to reduce non-radiative recombination
channels and simultaneously enhance radiative recombination in Si nanocrystallites [177], [184]
– [186]. Using atomic layer deposition (ALD) of various common film types and thicknesses, the
structural properties and room temperature PL of bundled, porous SiNWs with and without an
ALD coating were investigated.
After optimizing the fabrication conditions for generating dense arrays of porous SiNWs,
the resulting structures were characterized through several common techniques to observe any
unique properties that may arise in these systems in comparison to their bulk counterparts. Using
benchtop Ar-plasma sputter deposition, 10 nm Au-Pd thin films were deposited on 1 in.2 pieces of
lightly doped, n-type, (100)-Si. After, the coated samples were etched in a MacEtch solution
containing 10 mL HF, 1 mL H2O2, and 10 mL EtOH (i.e., 10-1-10) for 15 minutes, 30 minutes, or
60 minutes to generate bundled, porous SiNWs with different etch depths and degrees of porosity.
After the as-prepared SiNWs were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
PL spectroscopy, various common ALD films were deposited on the SiNWs. Film compositions
included aluminum oxide (alumina, Al2O3) and hafnium oxide (hafnia, HfO2) with thicknesses of
10 nm, 40 nm, or 50 nm for each MacEtch time.
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(a1) 15-minutes

(b1) 30-minutes

15 µm
(a2)

15 µm

15 µm
(b2)

15 µm

(c1) 60-minutes

(c2)

20 µm

30 µm

Figure 4.6: (a1 – c1) Top-down and (a2 – c2) cross-sectional SEM images of as-prepared (100)-Si samples after 15, 30,
or 60-minute MacEtch process in 10-1-10 solution.

As-prepared SiNWs were imaged prior to ALD, shown in Figure 4.6. The measured etch
depth increased as a function of etch time; samples etched for 15, 30, and 60 minutes reached
depths of 31 µm, 49 µm, and 83 µm, respectively, yielding an average etch rate of approximately
1.7 µm/min. Additionally, when viewed from a top-down perspective, the spacing of the SiNW
bundles appeared to have shifted. As etch time increased, nanowire bundling increased due to the
tendency for longer nanowires to bend more. Damage to the nanowires also increased as a result
of the Au-Pd catalyst film breaking apart and changing morphology as etching proceeded. Open
spaces between nanowire bundles became more frequent and expanded, allowing for improved
solution in these regions. This encouraged further etching on sidewalls due to redistribution of Au
particles from the etch front to initially off-metal areas [39]. Ultimately, this led to an increase in
the overall volume of porous Si as etch time increased, allowing for unique morphologies to be
realized simply based on duration.
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The SiNWs were passivated through the ALD of thin films of alumina or hafnia. For
alumina deposition, water vapor and trimethylaluminum (TMA) served as precursor gases, while
water vapor and tetrakis(dimethyl)hafnium (TDMHf) were precursors for hafnia deposition. Both
processes were operated at 150 °C with growth rates of ~1.0 Å/cycle at this set point. A summary
of each film type and their deposition parameters is shown in Table 4.2 with associated diagram
for Al2O3 in Figure 4.7 beneath [187]. For films thicknesses of 10 nm, 40 nm, and 50 nm, ALD
recipes were allowed to run for 100x, 400x, and 500x cycles for each film type. Figure 4.8
demonstrates the morphologies of porous SiNWs after ALD.
Table 4.2: Deposited Film Types and Their Deposition Parameters

Figure 4.7: Schematic diagram demonstrating the pulse purge cycle for depositing alumina thin films via ALD [187].
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(a)

(b)

30 µm

30 µm

(c)

1 µm

Figure 4.8: (a, b) Cross-sectional SEM images of a (100)-Si sample etched for 15 minutes in 10-1-10 MacEtch solution (a)
before and (b) after hafnia ALD. (c) Shows a high-magnification SEM image of coated nanowire tips, highlighted in orange,
after ALD. The actual film thickness was measured as 48 nm, indicated by the green arrows.

When viewed at low-magnification, both ALD film types showed visual morphological
differences indicating successful coating of our porous SiNWs. However, a quantitative measure
of the ALD film was needed to fully confirm the results. Using higher-magnification SEM, the
tips of ALD-coated SiNWs were measured, with thin film thicknesses of 45 – 50 nm. Additionally,
the presence of a measurable film both on the surface and on a region from the depths confirms
that the ALD film was able to access and coat the much of the as-prepared SiNWs.
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The purpose of depositing various ALD films was to compare the passivation and PL
enhancement capabilities of each type by contrasting the peak luminescent intensity and position
of each sample before and after deposition. Prior to deposition, intensity and position were
measured as a function of etch depth. As previously shown, when etch depth increased, the volume
of porous SiNWs and degree of porosity generally increased. Figure 4.9 demonstrates the
relationship between etch depth and peak intensity for 10 nm ALD films.
As made evident by the PL results using a 325 nm He-Cd excitation source, the peak
intensity of the as-prepared, porous SiNWs prior to ALD increased with etch depth for both ALD
film types, attributed to the increase in the volume of porous SiNWs and the degree of porosity of
the SiNWs. Additionally, every sample exhibited an increase in peak intensity after ALD
deposition, regardless of etch depth or film thickness. Interestingly, samples coated with hafnia
tend to respond more strongly than those coated with alumina, with a maximum peak intensity of
~35000 counts for hafnia, and only ~7500 counts for alumina, centered near 650 nm. The increase
after ALD was attributed to surface passivation of the porous SiNWs by the metal oxide thin films.
Al2O3 ALD

HfO2 ALD

Figure 4.9: Room-temperature photoluminescence spectra collected from porous SiNW arrays of varying heights before
and after ALD of 10 nm alumina (Al2O3; left) and hafnia (HfO2; right) passivation layers.
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This passivation effect, founded as the Atalla passivation technique in the late 1950s [185], [187],
acts to reduce the formation of native oxides (SiOx) on the nanowire surfaces by reducing substrate
reactivity to the environment, and to reduce non-radiative recombination events, enabling a higher
quantum yield than bulk Si, expressed as visible PL at room temperature [177], [185]. This may
be critical to solar cell efficiency and photocatalytic water splitting for hydrogen generation [188],
[189]. Variations in the maximum peak intensity and ratio of pre- and post-ALD peak intensity
can be attributed to several different effects. The quantum confinement effect (QCE) in
nanocrystallites tends to increase the material bandgap as crystallite size decreases, while
simultaneously relaxing selection rules for radiative transitions, allowing for above-band gap PL
responses in the visible region. However, this doesn’t fully explain the unique optical response of
porous SiNWs. The participation of localized surface states and oxide defects also contribute [74],
[190] – [192]. Unique surface states in the form of self-trapped excitons have been theoretically
demonstrated [179], [190], [191]. These excitons, or bound electron-hole pairs, are better
stabilized when crystallite size becomes sufficiently small, due to the resulting widening of the
material bandgap. Furthermore, as crystallite size decreases, the surface area to volume ratio
increases, enhancing the influence of surface state effects on room temperature PL. Thus, the PL
signals observed were likely generated through multiple recombination mechanisms with QCE
and surface states acting as key influencers.
Clearly, porous SiNWs offer unique optical properties compared to their bulk or crystalline
counterparts. Additionally, certain optical properties can be tuned or enhanced depending on
several factors. The length of the MacEtch step during fabrication determined both the height and
degree of porosity of the resulting SiNWs, while the morphology of the deposited catalyst film
determined the lateral dimensions of the SiNWs. These steps are fully controllable by tuning the
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deposition conditions or the composition of the MacEtch solution. Furthermore, by passivating the
surface of the as-prepared SiNWs using ALD films of different thicknesses and compositions,
further enhancements were observed in the visible, room temperature PL spectra. In conjunction,
the ability to control nearly all steps of the fabrication process enabled us to generate porous
SiNWs with desirable physical and optical properties.
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Chapter 5: RCWA Analyses of Silicon Nanowire Arrays
Modeling of the absorptive properties of periodic and pseudo-aperiodic SiNW arrays using
the rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) method is discussed in this chapter. A brief
introduction to RCWA is provided prior to the inclusion of a series of self-consistency checks
provided by simulations performed identically to previously published GaAs results in addition to
convergence tests. Then, simulations are performed on a transitional series of periodic and
aperiodic SiNW arrays to probe any notable differences between periodic and aperiodic layouts.
Positional and areal coverage influences are simulated in order to determine the optimal
morphological parameters for both aperiodic simulations and experimental SiNW arrays. Finally,
the simulated absorption of aperiodic SiNW arrays is compared to experimental UV-Vis-NIR
spectrophotometry data collected from as-prepared SiNW arrays to see if experimental samples
with very similar morphological properties behave as indicated by simulations.
Designs for vertically-aligned, periodic and pseudo-aperiodic SiNW arrays can be
modelled using rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) or finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) algorithms [193] – [195].
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Figure 5.1: Differential forms of Maxwell’s equations describing the x, y, and z components of the electric and magnetic fields
associated with incident electromagnetic radiation.
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Rigorous coupled-wave analysis, or RCWA, is a semi-analytical method in computational
electromagnetics that applies Maxwell’s Equations to solve scattering characteristics from
periodic, dielectric structures. RCWA is a Fourier-space method such that associated fields and
response behavior are calculated as a sum of spatial harmonics in the x and y directions [195].
Figure 5.1 helps describe these characteristics. The method by which RCWA processes models
makes aperiodicity in the z-direction effectively impossible to simulate using this technique.
However, this did not prevent us from proceeding to design models with aperiodicity introduced
in other ways. Using a semi-periodic design, such that periodically repeated “supercells”
containing aperiodic SiNWs are used, aperiodicity can be effectively simulated using the timeefficient RCWA technique than using a more computationally-intensive technique like FDTD
[195]. This will aim to support experimental results and yield a strong foundational basis for the
optimal aperiodicity within supercells, providing insight on fabrication parameters that can
generate more suitable SiNW array layouts. Additionally, through the optimization of periodic and
aperiodic models, we can identify the effects of altering design parameters, like period/lattice
constant, nanowire diameter, areal coverage, and light polarization, among others, on the
absorbance, reflectance, and transmittance properties of SiNW arrays.
In this work, several simulations of the optical properties of SiNW and GaAsNW arrays
have been performed. Periodic SiNW models with varying diameters were simulated and
compared with published literature using identical GaAs models. Figure 5.2 shows the simulation
domain for these simulations, and the comparison of optical properties with previously established
results [196] The spectra shown represent the reflection, transmission, and absorption of our 4x4
GaAsNW array compared to previously published results for an identical model. These curves
match well. The spectral profiles and peak positions corresponded for both nanowire array models.
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The crossover points between curves near ~875 nm is also conserved. Additionally, seen in the
logarithmic electric field profiles, our experimental results matched with published results. While
the intensity of the harmonics differed between models, the appearance of 8 harmonic nodes and
approximately 300 µm width of each node with 160 nm between nodes was similar. These results
offer support that we can construct a functional model with the correct layout, materials, and
boundary conditions.
(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 5.2: Reflection, transmission, and absorption plots comparing our simulation results (a) and previously published results (b).
Electric field profiles for a 4x4 GaAs array calculated via FMM/RCWA for published results (c) and our results (d) using a model with
identical dimensions and materials (e). The dotted outline in (d) represents the positions of the NWs within the field profile [196]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Simulated absorption spectra for 1x1, 2x2, and 4x4 SiNW arrays with A = 300 nm, D = 75 nm (a) or 150 nm (b).

In addition to confirming our simulation domain and model conditions, further self-consistent
confirmation of proper implementation of RCWA was needed for multiple-NW domains. To
increase confidence in our model design, periodicity was tested and compared when several
different array dimensions were used. Figure 5.3 shows the optical properties of each array type
used. Curve shape and peak positions were comparable across each array layout with a maximum
integrated intensity difference of 3.2% between 1x1 and 2x2 layouts, ensuring that our models are
accurately designed with insignificant differences between each. After confirming our model
design was consistent for simulation domains with different dimensions, we then probed the
convergence of simulations using increasing numbers of incident plane wave harmonics. There
exists a tradeoff in this parameter such that when the number of plane wave harmonics, n, is
increased during the simulations, the resolution of the resultant spectra also increases. However,
while resolution increases with the number of harmonics, the total time required to run the
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simulations simultaneously increases. In order to find an appropriate number of harmonics to
generate high resolution spectra with reasonable simulation times, we performed a series of
RCWA simulations on a pseudo-aperiodic SiNW array with 55% areal coverage using plane wave
harmonics values from n = 7 to n = 16. These harmonics are incident in both the x and y directions
resulting in actual values of n = 72 to n = 162 total incident plane waves per simulation. The results
of each simulation are shown in Figure 5.4. What these simulations showed us was that there was
very little difference between the resultant spectra from n = 7 to n = 16 plane wave harmonics.
Notably, there was only a 0.25% difference in the integrated intensity of the absorption spectra for
n = 12 and n = 16. This indicated that n = 12 was the preferred number of plane wave harmonics
necessary to generate high resolution spectra with reasonable simulation times.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.4: (a) Top-down view of an aperiodic SiNW model and simulation domain with 55% areal coverage. (b)
Reflection, (c) transmission, and (d) absorption plots generated via RCWA simulations comparing resultant spectra for
the 55% coverage model with plane wave harmonic values ranging from n = 7 to n = 16.
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In a final series of simulations to optimize our SiNW design, we were interested what effect, if
any, adding a substrate to the base of the NW array would have on the resultant spectra. These
results are summarized in Figure 5.5. Using the same pseudo-aperiodic SiNW array with 55% areal
coverage as prior, and n = 12 plane wave harmonics for each simulation, we generated reflection,
transmission, and absorption spectra for arrays with substrates of varying thicknesses, or lack
thereof. We noted that there were considerable losses in absorption when no substrate or thinner
substrates (e.g., 500 nm and 5 µm) were used. When 50 µm and 100 µm substrates were used,
absorption reached near-unity over the 200 – 810 nm range. However, beyond a 50 µm substrate,
the differences in the resultant spectra are minimal. The data presented in Figure 5.6 showed that
the integrated intensity differences between the absorption spectra were very similar, particularly
for our wavelength range of interest where the absorption response was maximized for the 200 –
810 nm wavelength range. The absorption response within this range for SiNW arrays with 50 µm
or 100 µm substrates differed by only 0.02%. This indicated that there is effectively no need to
extend the substrate thickness in our models beyond 50 µm as this offers little improvement in the
absorption response while significantly increasing the required computing power and time to
complete the simulations.
With these validation checks and our results for periodic arrays consistent with published
results, we started designing aperiodic models to more closely represent experimental bundled
SiNW samples. From 4x4 periodic arrays, NW positions were shifted by a randomly generated
number from 0.5A – 1.25A, where A, the NW pitch, is initially 300 nm. We first shifted periodic,
4x4 arrays for D = 150 nm to aperiodic arrays, followed by repeating the same procedure for D =
75 nm, which better represent our MacEtch-generated NWs. The progression and results are shown
in Figure 5.7.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.5: (a) Top-down view of an aperiodic SiNW model and simulation domain with 55% areal coverage. (b)
Reflection, (c) transmission, and (d) absorption plots generated via RCWA simulations comparing resultant spectra for
the 55% coverage model without an underlying silicon substrate or with a substrate of varying thickness.

Absorption

200 – 810 nm, 99.98% Identical

810 – 1150 nm, 84.49% Identical

(a) 50 µm substrate

(b) 50 µm substrate

(c) 100 µm substrate

(d) 100 µm substrate

Wavelength (µm)
Figure 5.6: Simulated absorption spectra comparing integrated intensities for SiNW arrays with (a, c) 50 µm and (b, d) 100
µm substrates within the peak wavelength range of interest (200 – 810 nm) and beyond (810 – 1150 nm).
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(a)

(e)

(b)

(c)

(f)

(d)

(g)

Figure 5.7: (a – d) Simulation domains for a progressive series of periodic and aperiodic NW arrays. (a) D = 150 nm, A =
300 nm; (b) D = 150 nm, A = Variable; (c) D = 75 nm, A = 300 nm; (d) D = 75 nm, A = Variable. (e) Reflection, (f)
transmission, and (g) absorption spectra for each design.

By shifting from a periodic to aperiodic design via changing position and/or diameter, we
significantly altered the optical properties of the NW arrays. While the above plots indicate the
best model for absorption in the visible range is periodic with A = 300 nm and D = 75 nm, we
further investigated aperiodic structures similar to experimental samples. By adding 20 more NWs
to the 4x4 model with D = 75 nm, we moved toward more densely-packed systems. Figure 5.8
shows the further progression through aperiodic designs with additional NW. Notably, the optical
properties of array 2 (Figure 5.8(b)) and array 3 (Figure 5.8(c)) are very similar. When the NWs
were shifted from one set of random positions in array 2 to another set of random positions in array
3 the resultant spectra were effectively identical indicating that position of NWs in a given array
is less critical than the areal coverage fraction under these design parameters.
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(a)

(e)

(b)

(c)

(f)

(d)

(g)

Figure 5.8: (Top) Simulation domains for a progressive series of aperiodic NW arrays. (Top Left – Top Right) D = 75 nm, N
= 16; D = 75, N = 36, Position = Randomized; D = 75 nm, N = 36, Position = Matched to 25% Coverage; D = Variable, N
= 36, Position (“Pos”) = 25% Coverage. (Bottom, Left – Right) Reflection, transmission, and absorption spectra for each
design. Here, the final aperiodic model with varied position and diameter showed improved absorption properties and
comparable reflection and transmission properties.

By adding NWs and randomly altering the NW diameter to achieve an areal coverage of 25%, the
optical properties, mainly absorption, were improved. Particularly, the absorption spectrum shows
a broader range of absorption compared to previous models. From ~200 – 950 nm, the model with
randomized diameter and 25% coverage had a consistent absorption value near 90%. Previous
models showed similar reflection values at or above 90% for λ < 500 nm, beyond which a
significant drop in absorption intensity was present. The areal coverage was then increased to 75%
in 10% intervals to investigate the effect of NW coverage on resulting optical properties. Figure
5.9 shows the areal coverage series and resulting spectral results.
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(a) 35%

(f)

(b) 45%

(g)

(c) 55%

(d) 65%

(e) 75%

(h)

Figure 5.9: (a – e) Simulation domains for a progressive series of aperiodic NW arrays with varying degrees of areal coverage.
(f) Reflection, (g) transmission, and (h) absorption spectra for models with varying areal coverage percentages. Models with
25% coverage showed the lowest reflection and highest absorption. Models with 75% coverage showed the highest reflection and
lowest absorption. Additionally, increasing coverage beyond 25% extended the absorption range.

These results showed that as areal coverage increased from 25 – 75%, reflectance also increased,
as expected, due to increased reflection from the tops of the NWs. Additionally, as areal coverage
increased, absorption decreased, generally corresponding to the increases in reflectance. However,
as areal coverage is increased beyond 25% the absorption wavelength range is broadened from
~200 – 800 nm for 25% coverage, to ~200 – 900 nm for coverages of 35% and above. A broader
absorption range indicates potential applications in light-harvesting as more of the electromagnetic
spectrum, particularly within and adjacent to the visible range, is absorbed.
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Figure 5.10: (Left, top) Top-down and 3D views of SiNW model. (Left, bottom) Absorption plot for P-polarized incident
light with normal incidence. (Right) Simulated, x-y viewed, electric field energy density profiles for aperiodic SiNW arrays
with 4 µm height, a 50 µm substrate, and 55% areal coverage for several wavelength values. It is noted that the electric
field energy density increases from 200 to 900 nm after which a dropoff was noted for 1100 nm, corresponding to increases
and decreases in absorption seen in the total absorption plot on the left. Profiles are collected at the interface between the
NW and substrate (0 µm), 2 µm above the interface, and at the tips of the NW (4 µm).
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Figure 5.11: (Left, top) Top-down and 3D views of SiNW model. (Left, bottom) Absorption plot for P-polarized incident
light with normal incidence. (Right) Simulated, x-y viewed, absorption profiles for aperiodic SiNW arrays with 4 µm height,
a 50 µm substrate, and 55% areal coverage for several wavelength values. It is noted that absorption increases from 200
to 900 nm after which a dropoff was noted for 1100 nm, corresponding to increases and decreases in absorption seen in
the total absorption plot on the left. Profiles are collected at the interface between the NW and substrate (0 µm), 2 µm
above the interface, and at the tips of the NW (4 µm).
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To support the results presented, further simulations were performed to investigate electric
field energy density and absorption profiles at different points along the axial length of our
aperiodic SiNW arrays. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 summarize these results for various wavelength
values. By comparing the electric field energy density and absorption profiles to the total
absorption plot for the same SiNW array with 55% areal coverage, we further understood how
incident light interacts with the SiNW themselves. When an incident wavelength of 200 nm was
simulated, both the electric field density and absorption profiles showed lower levels of interaction
with the nanowires themselves, indicated by the green fields in the x-y profile views for 0 µm
height (at the NW/substrate interface) and 2 µm height. Notably, for an incident wavelength of
200 nm and at 4 µm height (at the tips of the NW), the electric field energy density profiles were
boosted but highly delocalized throughout the simulation domain; absorption was correspondingly
enhanced. However, this increase is attributed to light interaction with the tips of the nanowires,
as expected, as the incident plane waves are not scattered at all prior to reaching this point. As the
incident wavelength increased to 600 nm and 900 nm, electric field energy density and absorption
at the 0 µm and 2 µm heights were enhanced, with a large amount of absorption by the substrate,
shown by the delocalized nature of the profiles at 0 µm, consistent with behavior described by the
Beer-Lambert law and wavelength dependence of absorption depth such that longer wavelengths
are absorbed deeper into a medium [197]. The plots in Figure 5.12 show experimental data relating
wavelength and either absorption coefficient or absorption depth [198,199]. These plots support
the behavior described by the Beer-Lambert Law, particularly for silicon, such that as wavelength
increases, the absorption coefficient, which directly influences how deep into a medium light can
penetrate prior to being absorbed, decreases resulting in higher absorption depths at higher incident
wavelengths [198, 199].
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Figure 5.12: Plots showing the relationships between wavelength and either absorption coefficient (left) or absorption depth
(right) [198, 199].

This same depth-dependent effect in our simulations indicated an enhancement in lightmatter interactions at deeper points along the axial length of the nanowires, while maintaining high
levels of interaction at the nanowire tips as well. It was observed that when the incident wavelength
increased from 600 nm to 900 nm, the absorption within some individual nanowires changed.
Seemingly, the light absorption behavior of the nanowires is strongly diameter-dependent. Smaller
nanowires (i.e., < 175 nm) absorbed light strongly at 600 nm than at 900 nm, while marginal
improvements in absorption were noted for larger nanowires (i.e., > 175 nm). This was attributed
to the absorption behavior at different wavelengths being reliant upon the diameter of the NW
themselves [198]. As the diameter increases, the capability for NWs to support higher order modes
beyond the fundamental HE11 mode is enhanced, resulting in increased absorption at particular
wavelengths, dependent on the diameter of the NW. This effect is demonstrated clearly in Figure
5.13 [200]. Here we see that for thinner NW diameters (e.g., 70 nm and 85 nm), from 400 – 800
nm, only the fundamental HE11 mode is supported near 450 nm and 525 nm, respectively. At
intermediate NW diameters (e.g., 120 nm), guidance of the higher order HE12 mode is enhanced
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near 400 nm while the HE11 mode is still moderately absorbed near 625 nm. Furthermore, for
thicker NW diameters (e.g., 240 nm), absorption of the HE11 mode is lost, but absorption of the
higher order HE12, HE13, and HE14 modes are enhanced at incident photon wavelengths near 375
nm, 410 nm, and 540 nm, respectively.

Figure 5.13: Contour plot showing absorption as a function of incident photon wavelength and SiNW diameter.
Dashed white lines show chosen example diameters for thinner (70 nm and 85 nm), intermediate (120 nm), and thicker
(245 nm) NWs and their behavior in capturing different resonant modes [200].

These modes may have been enhanced within certain NWs in our simulations due to the
spatial dimensions of the NWs better accommodating incident wavelengths used. This indicated
that there exists a strong dependence on NW diameter in their absorption characteristics. Lastly,
when the incident wavelength was pushed beyond the drop-off point in the absorption plots
previously seen in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, a considerable decrease in electric field density and
absorption was observed. At 1100 nm, where simulated absorption had decreased from
approximately 90% to approximately 30%, the electric field energy density and absorption profiles
showed little interaction across all three axial positions tested. This offered confirmation that
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absorption plots and profiles agreed and provided confidence that the simulations results were
reliable. After simulating the reflectance, transmittance, and absorbance properties of aperiodic
silicon nanowire arrays modeled after our experimental samples, we characterized the
experimental samples for real-world comparisons. Experimental samples used for comparison
were subjected to a MacEtch process in a solution consisting of 10 mL HF, 1 mL H2O2, and10 mL
EtOH for a period of 2.5 minutes to achieve 55% areal coverage with NW heights of approximately
4 µm. Notably, experimental results showed superior absorption properties than anticipated from
simulation results with any amount of coverage, shown in Figure 5.14. Absorbance intensity was
about 10 – 15% higher and broadened by nearly 100 nm compared to simulated models.
Additionally, reflectance of the experimental samples was reduced by 15 – 20% compared to
simulated models.

Figure 5.14: Reflectance, absorbance, and transmittance plots comparing experimental results (black) and RCWA
simulated models (color) for 35 – 55% areal coverages. Across all spectra, the experimental samples showed significant
outperformance of simulated models.
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Admittedly, this demonstrated some current limits of our models as we cannot model the exact
morphologies of bundled NW arrays, nor the exact porous nature or variable height of the NW
themselves, which could help explain the differences between simulated and experimental spectra.
Models may need some refinement, but with absorbance values of approximately 95% or higher
across the entire range of interest (~200 – 900 nm), and reflectance ranges below 5%, these results
showed great potential for applications of these nanostructures in solar technologies. These results
demonstrate how aperiodic SiNW arrays may clearly outperform periodic arrays based on several
morphological and light trapping/guiding parameters.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 3, we set out to generate silicon micropillar arrays with etch depths approaching
100 µm or greater for varying pillar separations from 1 µm to 15 µm in addition to clearing the
spaces between micropillars for use in microfluidic devices. Silicon (100) wafers were
lithographically patterned prior to Au thin film catalyst deposition via evaporation. Then, the etch
conditions were optimized using several different etch solution recipes and etch times to achieve
highly vertical and deep etch profiles. Ultimately, a solution consisting of 10 mL HF, 10 mL H2O2,
and 10 mL EtOH (i.e., “10-10-10 MacEtch solution) resulted in etch depths as high as 100 µm and
200 µm after 60 and 120 minute etches, respectively. To clear the porous nanowires that remained
in the spaces between the micropillars, a series of additional MacEtch and KOH steps were
optimized. After several MacEtch and KOH steps with varying times and concentrations, a 10-1010 MacEtch for 30 minutes preceded a 0.1% KOH etch for 4 hours at room temperature. This
generated isolated micropillars with depths approaching 80 µm and fully cleared channels between
pillars. This result provided us confidence that through a series of controlled, optimized MacEtch
and KOH etch steps, we could reproducibly generate micropillar arrays with highly vertical etch
profiles with significantly cleared channels for microfluidics applications.
As presented in Chapter 4, after removing the porous SiNW between micropillars, we
generated fields of the same porous SiNW without the use of lithographic patterning or additional
fabrication processes. Silicon (100) wafers were cleaved into 1” x 1” chips prior to being coated
with a discontinuous 10 nm Au-Pd thin film using a benchtop Ar-plasma sputtering tool. The film
deposition process was optimized by sputtering numerous samples for different sputtering times
from 30 s to 240 s and probing the resultant thicknesses using AFM, yielding a deposition rate of
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approximately 3 Å/s. This means we used a 30 – 40 s sputtering step to deposit a catalyst film
approximately 10 nm thick. The MacEtch step was then optimized using several different etch
solutions and etch times. A 10-1-10 MacEtch solution was chosen, and etch times of 15, 30, and
60 minutes were chosen to generate samples with increasing etch depths. Then, the optical
properties of these porous SiNW arrays were tested using PL. Using a 325 nm He-Cd source, we
observed that as the etch depth, and thus porous Si volume, increased, the intensity of the PL
response centered near 650 nm also increased, attributed to surface state and quantum confinement
effects. Next, we wanted to test whether the PL response could be further enhanced by depositing
10 nm alumina and hafnia thin films upon the porous SiNW using ALD. Again, we observed an
increase in the PL response across all samples for both alumina and hafnia-coated samples,
attributed to a quenching effect of non-radiative SRH recombination sites on the surfaces of the
as-prepared porous SiNW arrays.
Lastly, in Chapter 5, we performed several RCWA simulations on periodic and pseudoaperiodic SiNW arrays with 4 µm heights. Several consistency checks were performed to ensure
a reliable design layout and simulation parameter setup prior to running reflection, transmission,
and absorption simulations using n = 122 plane wave harmonics on several SiNW layouts with 4
µm heights and 50 µm substrates. After performing RCWA simulations for periodic SiNW arrays,
additional nanowires were added to the simulation domain and the positions and diameters of the
nanowires were randomized to resemble an aperiodic supercell that was then repeated in the x and
y directions. By altering the SiNW diameters by randomly generated values, we simulated
aperiodic arrays with areal coverage values from 35% to 75% in 10% increments. We noted that
the arrays with 35% to 55% areal coverage offered the best broadband absorption up to
approximately 90% in the 200 nm to 900 nm wavelength range. We then generated experimental
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samples with 55% areal coverage and 4 µm etch depth for comparison. By taking UV-Vis-NIR
spectrophotometry measurements, we observed that the experimental samples demonstrated
absorption values nearing 95% and exceeding those of simulated models. The shape and position
of the spectra matched well with the simulated spectra, indicating that the optical response
behavior of experimental samples and simulated models in general agreement. However, the
differences were attributed to limits of the simulation approach that prevented us from perfectly
representing the porosity, morphology, and profiles of the experimental samples. Ultimately, the
similarly high absorption properties demonstrated through both the experimental results and
simulated models indicated that such structures have potential applications in a number of
optoelectronic devices, including indoor light-harvesting and outdoor solar-based technologies,
broadening the catalogue of potential semiconducting materials for use in renewable energy
solutions.

6.2 Future Work
Metal-assisted chemical etching (MacEtch) is a highly promising nanomaterial fabrication
technique capable of generating micro and nanostructures with virtually any morphology and
dimension. Through the optimization of several fabrication process parameters, this technique can
effectively be controlled or manipulated such that resulting structures exhibit unique electrical,
optical, and even thermal properties [83], [176], [201]. However, the catalogue of viable
applications for MacEtch-generated structures is ever-growing and relies on the continued
characterization and understanding of novel structures, and on the development of innovative
device applications that employ MacEtch-based systems.
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Up to now, all simulations have been performed using P-polarized incident light. However,
to better understand the full potential of aperiodic SiNW arrays, S and mixed polarized incident
light simulations were needed. We performed preliminary simulations on the absorption
characteristics of aperiodic SiNW arrays with 55% areal coverage with P-polarized, S-polarized,
and mixed polarized incident light with polar incident angles ranging from 0º (normal incidence)
to 75º in 7.5° increments across a wavelength range of 300 – 800 nm. Additionally, the S/P ratios
for each angle of incidence were calculated. Results of these preliminary simulations are shown in
Figure 6.1. For S-polarized light, absorption was increased from as low as 70% to near unity as
the incident angle increased from 0º to 75º. For P-polarized light, on the other hand, absorption
decreased from as high as 90% to as low as 30% as the incident angle increased from 0° to 75°.
For mixed polarization, however, the differences in absorption were less pronounced than in either
polarization extreme. Also noted was the decrease in S/P ratio as the incident angle decreased,
with a maximum S/P ratio approaching 3.0 at an incident angle of 75° from normal, with observed
local maxima in absorption near 375 nm and 475 nm. Further simulated and experimental results
are needed to better understand this effect, however, these preliminary results indicated great
potential for applications of such nanostructured, aperiodic SiNW arrays as specific polarization
filters in a number of optical sensors and other devices.
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P-Polarization

Mixed-Polarization

S/P Ratio

S-Polarization

Figure 6.1: Simulated absorption plots comparing different angles of incidence for different polarization types and the
ratio of S-polarized light to P-polarized light. The considerable differences in the absorption of aperiodic SiNW when
polarization and angle of incidence is varied shows great potential for applications as optical polarization filters and
sensors.

In the lab, further experiments are needed to expand the catalogue of materials viable or
not for passivation of SiNWs. Given the wide range of capable materials for atomic layer
deposition (ALD), further exploration is needed to establish which precursors exhibit a similar
effect to alumina and hafnia films when deposited on porous SiNW arrays [159]. Further
processing of the as-deposited ALD films is also of interest, as low and high-temperature annealing
processes may alter the morphology or composition of the thin film, likely resulting in an
altogether unique optical response than that of bare porous SiNW or freshly coated porous SiNW
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[202] – [204]. The optical response properties of ALD-coated SiNWs are also subject to change
over extended storage times as a result of exposure to atmospheric conditions [205], [206]. Longterm aging and stability studies are necessary to understand the morphological and compositional
transformation of ALD thin films on SiNWs, and how those changes affect the optical response
properties of such systems. By understanding which materials perform best, both immediately and
after extended time transformations, we can potentially apply those materials to SiNW-based
devices and systems to further improve device performance or develop entirely new device
architectures. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 demonstrate the large catalogue of materials deposited and viable
precursors for ALD processes [158] – [167].
Table 6.1: Materials Deposited via ALD [158] – [167]

Elements

Oxides

Nitrides

Sulfides

C, Al, Si, Ti, Fe, Co, Ni,
Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge, Mo, Ru,
Rh, Pd, Ag, Ta, W, Os,
Ir, Pt

Li, Be, Mg, Al, Si, P,
Ca, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn,
Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga,
Ge, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Ru,
Rh, Pd, In, Sn, Sb, Ba,
La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu,
Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm,
Yb, Lu, Hf, W, Ir, Pt,
Pb, Bi

B, Al, Si, Ti, Cu, Ga, Zr,
Nb, Mo, In, Hf, Ta, W

Ca, Ti, Mn, Cu, Zn, Sr,
Y, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Ba,
La, W

Table 6.2: Viable Precursors for ALD [158] – [167]

Elements

Halides

Alkyls

Cyclopentadienyls

Beta-diketonates

Mg, Mn, Zn, Ga,
Cd, In, Sn

B, C, Ti, V, Cr,
Mn, Cu, Zn, Ga,
Ge, Zr, Nb, Mo,
Cd, In, Sn, Sb,
Hf, Ta, W, Pb

Be, Al, Si, Zn,
Ga, Ge, Cd, In,
Sn, Hg

Mg, Sc, Ni, Sr, Y, Zr, Ru,
Lu, Os, Pt

Mg, Ca, Sc, V,
Cr, Mn, Fe, Co,
Ni, Cu, Ga, Sr, Y,
Zr, Ru, Pd, In, Ba,
La, Ce, Nd, Sm,
Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy,
Ho, Er, Tm, Ir, Pt,
Pb
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a

b

c

Figure 6.2: (a – b) An array of silicon micropillars generated via PS nanosphere lithography MacEtch. (c) EDX profiles showing
a silicon micropillar (yellow) coated with a core-shell film of titania (purple) and zinc oxide (blue) [207].

Titania, TiO2, and indium tin oxide, ITO, will be the final materials tested to complete our series
of metal oxide depositions and subsequent PL probes. Titania thin films have been shown as
promising materials for solar-driven water-splitting technologies [207]. Figure 6.2 shows a prime
example of this type of system. A silicon micropillar array was generated using polystyrene (PS)
nanosphere lithography and MacEtch. After, ALD was used to generate axial junctions by
depositing a core-shell film of TiO2 and zinc oxide, ZnO.
In addition to depositing and optically characterizing as-coated SiNW arrays after ALD,
samples with each film type has been annealed at various temperatures prior to being probed once
again for their PL response. In many common ALD metal oxide thin films, annealing tends to
enhance the PL response, attributed to an extension of carrier lifetimes within nanostructures [208].
Figure 6.3 shows previously published demonstrating this effect. Additionally, Figure 6.4 shows
preliminary experimental results comparing photoluminescence of as-prepared (uncoated) porous
SiNW arrays to ALD or PVD sputtered, thin film-coated porous SiNW arrays before and after
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individual annealing processes. A notable increase in PL intensity was observed across all film
types after thin film deposition, attributed to surface passivation of dangling bonds effectively
quenching non-radiative recombination sites in these regions enabling increased emission. PL
increases observed in the ITO-coated samples after annealing were partially attributed to the
behavior of ITO thin films to become transparent after the annealing process. This ultimately
allowed more light emitted from the porous SiNW to reach the detector as it can pass through the
thin film with increased efficiency further enhancing the PL response. Notably, a red shift was
observed across all coated samples after the annealing step with a more pronounced shift observed
in ALD-coated samples. This red shift was tentatively attributed to increased amounts of strain on
the SiNW after annealing as the phase alterations in the thin films themselves encouraged some
rearrangement and redistribution of the thin film materials, potentially altering the strain profile.

Figure 6.3: Photoluminescence spectra for TiO2 coated samples after annealing at various
temperature points. The peak PL response was seen for an annealing temperature of 800 °C [208].
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This effect is supported by published research such that the shifting behavior is consistent with a
reduction in the band gap energy due to increasing strain in the SiNW as a results of porosity and
thin film deposition pressuring the NW. Additionally, some radiative recombination emitting at
lower PL wavelengths was attributed to defect states (i.e. point defects, misfit dislocations, etc.)
localized to the NW surfaces, and may contribute to the peak intensity, width, and position of the
resultant PL spectra [208] – [210].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.4: Photoluminescence plots comparing PL intensities for MacEtch-generated porous SiNW arrays prior to thin
film deposition, after thin film deposition, and after annealing of the deposited thin films for ALD-deposited Al2O3 (top
left) and HfO2 (top right), and PVD-sputtered ITO (bottom left). Additionally, the observed increase in PL intensity after
deposition and annealing of ITO is quantified in a bar chart (bottom right) showing a 40% increase after deposition, and
a 6% increase after annealing.
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After further fabricating and characterizing annealed, ALD or PVD thin film-coated,
porous SiNW arrays, we plan to further develop a method of generating transparent SiNW
membranes with bare, roughened substrates leftover for reuse. Previous studies have demonstrated
improvements in broadband optical absorbance, encouraging further development of such systems
and structures [209]. Figure 6.5 shows a schematic flowchart illustrating our proposed process.
Following the generation of a field of porous nanowires via a previously described MacEtch
process, a thin polymer coating is applied to the sample. After being allowed to set, the polymer
and nanowires are removed through peeling of the polymer layer or cutting of the layer using a
fine edge. As a result, the NW become embedded in the polymer film, forming a flexible nanowire
membrane with a roughened substrate left behind. The membranes will then be rolled around
various objects with known radii of curvature, after which they will be probed for their PL response
based on the degree of rolling or bending imparted on the membrane. Additionally, using the
leftover substrate, we can attempt to carry out further MacEtch processes in order to help realize
substrate sustainability. Ideally, this process can be carried out for any number of semiconducting
materials.
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Figure 6.5: Schematic flowchart demonstrating a process for generating and characterizing rolled, high aspect-ratio silicon
nanowire membranes with potentially reusable substrates.

Lastly, we are also collaborating with groups from the University of Utah and Howard University
to develop material systems for phase change memory (PCM) devices based on MacEtched silicon
nanostructures. Phase change chalcogenides (PCCs) have generated interest for their use in nonvolatile optical materials in free-space optics. GST, or germanium-antimony-tellurium, is a type
of PCC that shows great potential for PCM devices because it is capable of changing phase from
amorphous to crystalline based on its thermal environment [211]. My role in this collaboration is
to generate the nanowire and nanopore samples for GST deposition and characterization.
Preliminary results, shown in Figure 6.6, have been promising such that the reflectivity of the
GST-coated substrate varied based on the morphology of the nanostructured silicon (differences
between the response of nanowire and nanopore samples were evident). Interestingly, the
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crystalline phase transition threshold power for GST on nanostructured silicon was > 85% lower
than GST on bare silicon (3 mW vs 25 mW for NW-A), possibly due to thermal dissipation
properties of the nanostructured substrate. The varying points of phase change depending on the
substrate morphology indicates the potential to tune the phase changes allowing local, dynamic
control of these systems.
Several of these results were presented at the 64th Electronic Materials Conference in
Columbus, Ohio, and provide a basis for further studies involving micro and nanostructured silicon
and porous silicon nanowires, as well as studies involving similar structures involving other
notable semiconducting materials.

(a)

(b)

NW-A, Dense SiNW

NW-B, Dense SiNW

30 µm

30 µm

NW-C, Bundled SiNW

30 µm
NP-A, Silicon Nanopores

30 µm

15 µm
NP-B, Silicon Nanopores

2 µm

Figure 6.6: (a) Normalized reflectivity spectra for various samples composed of nanostructured silicon substrates coated
with a GST thin film. Phase changes from as-deposited amorphous to crystalline are shown by the dotted line on the right
of each curve, while the dotted line on the left of each curve represents the crystalline to amorphous phase transition. (b)
Top-down and cross-sectional images demonstrating the varying morphology of silicon nanostructures used prior to GST
deposition.
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